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Grand Jury Refused To
Indict Police Officer
Who Shot Youth In Hand

Negroes Of Bygone Days
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MEMPHIS, TENN., SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 22, 1964

LIFE OF BISHOP
the first year, after his eonISAAC LANE
secration, his salary was under! Born in 1834, on an isolated $200. and many years later '
plantation in Tennessee, Isaac it was still less than $400 pert .
Lane spent an obscure slave year. To make ends meets his
childhood without the benefit large family of 11 children
of parental care. The use of joined him in cutting fire i
books or pencils was forbid- wood and raising cotton for
den, but somehow he manag- the local market. He worked
A 16-year-old boy, who was! "They told me thr.t it would
shot in the hand after he and be easier for me if I told them
ed to learn to read and write. zealously for his young defive friends started running what I had done with the
While still a slave, he conduct- nomination, which was known
from police looking for a young money, and one captain threated prayer meetings on the as the Colored Methodist Epishold-up man, said the officers ened to slap my head off my
plantation and often suffered copal church, soliciting fund,
began shooting at him before body. Although he didn't beviolence from whites hostile and selling books, tracts and
lieve me when I said I did not
calling for him to stop.
to Negro preachers. After the religious pictures.
Jesse James Allen, who rime know anything about a gun
Civil War, when he was about In 1882, after many long
close to being killed because or money," Allen stated, "he
30, he plodded through the years of toil, the bishop found@MRS. CALL1E L. STEVENS
JOSEPH WESTBROOK
lie by chance wore a trench did not hit me."
Bible and such other literature ed Lance college in Jackson.
coat and hat like a youth who The North Memphis younghe could put his hands on. Tenn., which became one of
rooted a nearby loan company ster said that he was taken to
When he was 22, the South- he most well known church office on Jackson street, said John Gaston hospital for
ern Methodist church grant- supported Negro colleges i»
the only thing one officer said emergency treatment and then
NASHVILLE — Two MemMrs. Stevens was re-elected ed him permission to preach as he
ColSouth.
Today,
Lane
to him was, "Hey nigger," be- taken to police station and
phians, Mrs. Callie L. Ste- recording secretary, and West- a lay exhorter.
Later, during lege thrives as an accredited
placed in the lineup with four
fore he was shot.
vens, principal of Florida
was re-elected treasur- the War, he applied to a institution of higher learning.
brook
"Five other boys and I were other boys.
School, and Joseph Westquarterly
conference
and
was
Bishop
Lane
be
continued
to
walking in the bayou and WRONG BOY
brook, secondary education er. Other West Tennesseans finally licensed
as a Methodist a spokesman and leader in the
throwing rocks," young Allen "I found out there had been
supervisor, were re-elected to elected to office were Mrs. minister.
campaign
to
secure
full
citizensaid, "when we saw squad a robbery when one of the ofoffices here last week by the Minnie L. Slaughter of Shelby For
several years, Lane was ship rights for Negroes until
cars, the emergency squad and ficers asked which one of us
Tennessee Education Congress. county' who became chaplain; a "circuit
rider"
travelling
death
his
of
104
at
the
age
A.
L.
Robinson, principal
detectives pull up.
The more than 200 members and
had gotten the money, and
from town to town to preach. in 1938.
"We saw them get out of the one of the other boys said,
who made up the Delegate As- of Montgomery high school, He
attacked
slavery
and
urged
'
Lexington,
cars,
and
startwe
was
split
up
and
re-elected to
'None of us got any money.'"
sembly of TEC held a one-day
'Negroes to believe in their
ed running. Then the police
When first captured, the
session here at Tennessee A the executive committee.
I own worth and to defend their
stc.rted
me,"
shooting
he
at
youth said an officer told him
& I State university to conMiss Jessie L. Brooks of'rights as human beings. He
said.
"Yes, you are the right one.
duct the business of the state- Jackson and Guy Hoffman,
felt that no man should be
ASKED ABOUT GUN
The man described you from
wide teachers' organization. principal of Barrett's Chapel
enslaved by another. This
"As I ran past one officer he your hat pin on down." Allen
They were challenged by Dr. school at Arlington who is
message was all the more powTHE WRONG BOY
shot me in the hand," he re- had a small moustache which
Arenia Mallory of the U.S. also a member of TEC's execerful as it came from one who
Jesse James Allen. 16-year-old North Memphis youth, called, "but I kept right on the victim said was like the
Department of Labor, to teach utive committee, were elected had been
for many years a
running until I got over be- one the rbbber wore.
was shot through the hand last week when officers thought
better than they have ever to represent TEC at the Na- slave. Lane
left a full account.
hind a house near Crockett,
After viewing all of the boys
he fit the description of a thug who got away with $304
taught before because there tional Education association
of his rise from slavery and
and one officer with a pistol in the lineup, Kenneth R. Gutis so much more to learn, and convention in Seattle, Wash., it stron0.
in a holdup. Young Allen. who was beaten by police after
parallels the story
around
from fey, manager of Murdock Acin his hand ran
the pace being set throughout in June. Alvin Brown of Somhe was arrested three years ago, fled when officers opened
of others who came out of
the opposite direction and ceptance Corporation branch at
the world demands more than erville; Major A. Jarrett,
fire
en
His
reason:
Min.
"I
was
scared,
that's
me,"
Allen
in
front
slavery despite seemingly inof
stepped
why."
LIBERTY, Miss. — After a
1218 Jackson cleared Allen as
imer before. She pointed out Whiteville; and Alex Moore of
(Withers Photo)
said.
obstacles,
telegram to _Attorney General
a suspect in the $804 robbery.
IpAt. the cultural and educa- Jackson, were elected repre- surmountable
that
he
youth
did
said
The
"I WAS A FOOL"
Robert
Asked why he ran when poF, Kennedy from
tional lags which plague Ne- sentatives of TEC to the
not know that a holdup had lice started after him, t h e
After the Civil War, he con- Charlet Evers, -NAACP Misgroes are challenges which American Teachers Associa- tinued to work
been committed, but that as youth said, "I was scared.
on the land in sissippi field secretary, the
teachers must lead the way in tion meeting in Atlanta, Ga.,
soon as the police captured That's why I ran."
addition to preaching on Sun- FBI began last week an inmeeting.
in July.
him they demanded to know
days and odd hours. He vestigation of the shotgun
Allen said that he was arwhat he had done with "the •
preached to both colored and slaying of a Mississippi Negro
See GRAND JURY, Page 3
gun and the money."
white people. He was so bitter- active in civil rights.
Louis Allen was shot to
ly resented by some whites
NASHVILLE — Franklin State Democratic convention
who sought to silence all Ne- death in the driveway of his
gro preachers that they burn- home near here on Jan. 31. His D. Roosevelt, Jr., son of the when delegates to the national
ed down the rude sanctuaries body was found under a truck late President will be the convention will be elected.
with a load of buckshot in
in which he held services.
main speaker for a $25-a-plate
Carr said that delegations
In his memoirs, Lane con- his head.
John H. Sengstacke. editor of D. C's most popular wornfessed that his people were He had been a possible Fed- Democratic fund-raising din- from each of Tennessee's 95
'
By STAFF WRITERS
Council was chartered by the extremely crude and had the eral witness in the slaying of ner here April 1 at the Fair- counties are expected to at- and publisher of the Chicago en's radio shows. She is a
First In Series
National Council of Boy Scouts most exaggerated notions con- Herbert Lee in 1961. Since ground coliseum.
tend both the dinner and the Daily Defender, has announced member of the Capitol Press
the appointment of Mrs. Rose- Club, active in civic activities
Sound of celebrations of Boy to organize and service scout
convention.
cerning religion and the min- then his life had been threatFDR,
often
Jr.,
as
he
is
callmarie Tyler Brooks as Wash- and serves on several boards.
Scout Week (Feb. 7-13) is still units within permanent instiened on numerqus occasions.
istry.
Their
excitements
were
Roosevelt
presently
will
be
is
ed,
undersecreintroduced
ringing in the air. This is a tutions in Shelby County, part
ington correspondent for the
Mrs. Brooks is married to
so few that they would travel Evers likened the murder to tary of the Department of Com- by Gov. Frank Clement. :arr Sengstacke
Publications.
good time to take a look at the of Arkansas and part of MissisJoseph N. Brooks, supervisgreat distances and even pay the ambush slaying of his merce and is considered one will serve as master of cereA
well-known
and
Chickasaw Council here in sippi.
popular
ory statistician for the U. S.
admission to see a new preach- brother, Medgar Eters, and of the top men in President monies.
journalist in the nation's capi- Bureau of Census.
Memphis.
demanded immediate "Federal
The Council consists of dis- er or bishop.
Johnson's administration.
Scouting started in the tricts and divisions and opeCommenting on her appointLike his father, Roosevelt at- tol, Mrs. Brooks will represent
intervention and investigation.
United States 54 years ago. It rate on funds obtained through Lane related that these
Secretary of State Joe C. tended Groton School and the Chicago Daily Defender, the ment. Mr. Sengstacke said:
. . Allen had pleaded in
was chartered by the U. S. Shelby United Neighbors and dignitaries themselves were vain for Federal protection Carr, who is general chairman Harvard. He received his law Michigan Chronicle and the "Our publications are fortunAlk
,
ngress to serve all Amen- Boy Scout sustaining member- hardly prepared to assume when his life was repeatedly for the dinner, said, "Tennes- degree from the University of Tri-State Defender as their ate in getting a woman of Mrs.
their new roles. They oftimes threatened
Brooks' outstanding abilities
.s boys, regardless of race, ship programs.
following the mur- see Democrats are fortunate Virginia and practiced in New Washington correspondent.
affected the frock coat, Plug,
Mrs. Brooks is a native of for the all-important Washcreed or color. The Chickasaw
to be able to obtain such a York City.
The Council's organizational hat, long hair and pompous der of Herbert Lee which he
Washington, D. C., a graduate ington office. She joins an alstructure calls for a council manners that amused whites. witnessed personally. Federal distinguished speaker.
He was elected to Congress of Howard University
and at- ready distinguished p r ass
president; vice president, coun- "I was too big a fool to know action imperative before others "The Undersecretary is one from New York in 1950 and tended its School of Social
corps of brilliant women recil commissioners, institutional that I was a fool," said one are slain in ruthless efforts of the outstanding Democrats has been an active leader in Work.
porters. In this crucial election
here to intimidate all efforts in the country and is following the Democratic party since that
representatives, members at bishop in later years.
women's
Formerly
editor
of
year in which the Negro vote
for civil rights," he said in a political heritage established time.
large and six operating com- LANE COLLEGE
the Washington Afro-Ameri- will once again be decisive,
his telegram.
mittees which are—(1) organiIn any event, Isaac Lane As a result of the NAACP by his distinguished father," Roosevelt has been men- can, she has also been a Mrs. Brooks' reporting will be
Carr added.
zation and extension; (2) health
tioned as a possible vice pres- marketing consultant to the of inestimable value for our
continued to carry his message protest, FBI agents have deand safety; (3) advancement;
to his people and finally in scended on the town in droves, The fund-raising dinner will idential candidate for the Carnation Co. and writer, pro- publications more than 500,000
(4) finance; (5) camping and
be held the day before the Democratic party this year. ducer and commentator for one readers."
1873, he, became a bishop. In Evers stated.
activities; and (6) leadership
training. Further, these operating committees are made up
of the chairmen of district and
Memphis fire department of- division operating committees
fielals are still at a loss this by the same name.
ek to say what caused a The Chickasaw
Council's exde Park Elementary school ecutive board consists
of the
teacher's car to explode into president, vice
Food enough to last 100 cover poor Negro farmers.
president, comflames and the interior to burn missioner, elected
members at families several days was sent Otherwise these farmers would
after he got in it with a light- large and chairman
of each from Memphis to Greenwood, be drawing social securit,
ed cigarette on Thursday night, council operating
Miss., last weekend, by a large now."
committee.
Feb. 6.
He blasted organized Lab,.
In addition, the chairman of trailer-truck for distressed NeDeputy Fire Chief E. P. each district is
automatically groes in the Delta The food by saying "Negroes in Arneric.•
LincolnLovel said on Monday that the a member of the
was
collected during a
find almost as much bias 1!
executive
case is still open and the blaze board.
Douglass birthday anniversary, Union in the National Manconsidered of "undertermin- Divisions are established
sponsored by the Lincoln ufacturers association. Walter
to
origin at this time.'
accommodate religious, racial Republican League, Ministers Reuther has been acting like a
McKissic Malone, 23-year- and other ethnic
groups. There for Political Action and the black Moses. But unions stop
old physical education teacher, are seven white
districts and Educational Department of the Negroes from getting some of
ia still in E. H. Crump hos- three Negro. However,
the best jobs"
the Ne- Elks Lodge.
pital this week in bandages re- gro division chairman
George W. Lee of the LinReynolds, in a strong politidoes not
covering from burns to the represent the
Negro divisions coln League said, that plans cal vein, continued: "The 13th,
face and arms when h i s on the executive board. Instead are being made to set-up an 14th and 15th Amendments to
1981 Thunderbird mysterious- a white man, whose title is in- organization to collect food the Constitution were passed
ly caught fire when he en- terracial chairman, represents regularly for the needy Delta over strong Democratic oppositered it with a burning ciga- the Negro divisions. The two families until aid from the tion." He said "the Republican
rette at his home at 1896 Negro members of the execu- U. S. Government can be ob- party is a party of princip,
Clevia Lane.
not promises, a party of solHi
tive board are elected mem- tained.
'Malone was taken in eus- bers-at-large, who, in fact, do
The distress condition of the accomplishments in huma,,
tbdy in the prison ward on not represent Negro divisions. Negroes in the Delta was blam- dignity."
stsdpiciob of arson at John This set-up has been interpret- ed on the Democrats of this
He accused the Democrats
Gaston hospital when first ed as a move to appease the country by a New York City of attempting to kill the Civil
treated for burns, but he was Negro pressure and attract lawyer, Grant Reynolds, a Re- Rights bills before Congress
released after his mother had more of his support behind publican, who was the fea- now. He went on to say it was
tured speaker at the Celebra- Republicans who freed slaves
their lawyer to come there scouting.
anti talk with police.
/t is felt that Negro sainting tion which was held at Pen- in this country.
section
engre
passenger
The
Reynolds was introduced by
in the Chickasaw Council is tecostal Temple Church of God
in Christ.
of the vebicle ,was eaten away between five and 10
W. W. Walker. Rev. E. A.
year,befire,
but
Malone
manthe,
reason
Reynolds said "the
by
Campbell was master of cerehind the progress of the Scoutliked to get out of it and throw program for white boys. Negro Negroes are peons in Missisip- mony.
Vf a burning shirt while run- leadership has not been re- pi is because of some of the
George Lee said a petition
FOOD FOR FAMILIES IN THE DELTA
ning to the nearby home of his cruit and developed on basis things that happened during was sent to President Lyndon
Hooks, George W. Lee, Grant Reynolds of New York City
Food for families In the Delta *as collected at a Lincolnuncle.
similar to white leadership. Franklin Delano Roosevelt's B. Johnson by the group to
Douglass Birthday Anniversary .celebration held last FriAndrew Moore of Mississippi who requested the food by
The engine and the trunk Negro community has been left administration. The Sbeial Se- request that $5 million be sent
day night. Above are some of the persons who participated
letter: Bishop J. 0. Patterson and Rev. A. E. Campbell.
iiiktion of the car were not
curity act and the Wagoner act to Mississippi to relieve the
(Photo by Ernest Withers)
In the celebration. Left-right, W. C. Weathers, Atty. Ben
See NEGRO, Page 2
imaged in the fire.
were passed which did not food shortage among Negroes.
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Negro
(Continued From Page 1)
to the Negro executive to recruit and develop as he saw
fit, which sometime did and
has not appealed to the top
level Negro.
The Council has definite responsibilities to all institutions.
The two major responsibilities
are training and camping.
A survey shows that only a
small percentage of the registered scouters actually know
the scouting program. This is
further reflected in the advancement program where less
than 13 percent of the boys
advance each year.
The greatest omission is that
of an adequate camping facility. The Council has never
owned a scout camp for Negro
boys. It has always rented a
facility such as Fuller park,
• where each year the camp has
to be set up and taken down to
make room for other camping
groups.
Adequate troop-sites, dininghall with minimum health requirements, medical care, staff
and water are but a few things
needed to up-grade Negro
scouting.
The Chickasaw council hires
'a man especially for camping
and activities, Such as, scout-arama; scout shows, head-up

philmont expedition and headup jamboree participation. This
same man is also hired to direct summer camp, but only
for white boys.
The Negro executive who is
hired to work a division has
to leave his division to direct
summer camp and all other
activities for Negro boys. Yet
the Council hires a man especially for camping, et cetera.
A few years ago, the Council, in an effort to appease
Negro pressure, bought a 10acre pick near Fuller Park,
with `more gullies and rubbish
than actual space for tentpitching.
Camping is the highlight of
scouting and there is a necessity for all boys to develope
scouting skills and experiencing the real feel of nature.
The big question is—Why did
the Council obtain only 10
acres of camping area for Negro boys? Yet maintain two
camps for white boys. One
camp consists of 150 acres.

Know Your Negro History
New Jersey in 1788 passed
an act "preliminary to emancipation" requiring masters to
educate their slaves under
penalty of a fine of five
pounds.

Grand Jury
(Continued From Page 1)
rested and beaten by police in
1961 after another boy falsely
accused him of having taken
some cigarettes from a store.
He said he remained in Juvenile Court a week before he
was released.
On another occasion, Allen
said he was c.harged with receiving stolen goods When it
turned out that 50 cents a
friend had loaned him was part
of the loot the boy had gotten
by stealing a teacher's pocketbook at Manassas High school.
He said he was in Juvenile
Court only three days then.
OUT OF SCHOOL
The youth, who has six other
brothers and sisters, is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Allen. He dropped out of
school a year ago when he
was still in the eighth grade.
He does not work, but both
parents do and are away from
home most of the day.
Allen's father said on Sunday that he did not know
what they would do about the
suit charging the police with
illegally holding the boy in
the prison ward at John Gaston hospital which their attorney, Walter Buford, said he
would bring against the Mem-

•
Anna C.Lim

%

TENURE HONORED
Know Your Negro

History

Mrs. Mary McLeod Bethune
opened what later became
Bethune-Cookman College on
Oct. 3, 1904, at Daytona Beach,
Fla.
phis Police Department.
Patrolman L. A. McKee, who
was automatically suspended
after shooting the youth, has
been returned to duty with the
emergency squad since the
Grand Jury refused to indict
him.

One hundred fifty years of continuous service were represented when Universal Life Insurance company honored
nine employees at its semi-annual awards luncheon. Held
in the company's cafeteria, the luncheon was hosted by
Vice President-Assistant Secretary T. J. Willis. Honored
were: (seated, from left:) Fred Perkins and Miss Bets!'
Jones, five years; Mrs. Pauline H. Foster. 20 years; W. L.
Brooks, 35 years. (Standing-from left:) G. T. Howell,
associate agency director, 20 years; Mrs. Faye Lawson,
five years, J. T. Chandler, personnel director, 35 years:
Mrs. Ida W. Lockard, 20 years, and the host, Willis. Mrs.
Lockard and Perkins won prizes for guessing most accurately the total number of years represented at the
luncheon.

A

t After a delicious fried chicSROTHERHOOL
With Negro History Week'ken dinner and social hour,
just past, another important members left for home reweek is being observed now, luctantly as Mrs. Dunlap de"Brotherhood Week." Would parted later the same night
not it be a fine thing if it for a weekend in St. Louis,
seriously Mo., with her husband, W. D.
be taken
could
enough to be practiced Dunlap of Kansas City. Mo.
throughout the year? Let's see Saturday found members of
f we can't make the brother. the Echo Bridge club being
hood of man a part of ur lives. entertained by Mrs. Rosetta
Negro History Week observ- McKissack in her home on Leances were held at Lane col- conte. The inviting menu of
lege and Merry High school turkey and all the trimming&
with the Alpha Omega Library pleased the appetites of tholle.
club at Lane presenting the present. High scorer for bridge
chapel program and the So- prizes was Mrs. Carrie Bigger
cial Studies classes at Merry with guests, Mrs. Vera Brooks
High spearheading programs. and Mrs. Olivia Combs coming
Religiously, Lent began last second and third. All expresweek and many will be prac- sed spending a most enjoyable
ticing self denial throughout afternoon which is usually exthe next 40 days. World Day pected when Rosetta enterof Prayer was last Friday, and tains.
many churches throughout the
Dr. W. E. A. McKinack recity remained opened during turned last week after an exthe day for the faithful to citing stay in Chicago, Ill. He
stop in and pray. For the Lent was in attendance at the Midobservance, the Ministerial Al- Winter meeting of the Chicago
liance is having noonday serv- Dental Society which is one
ices each Wednesday at var- of the largest in the United
ious churches. Check your States. While there, he was
church bulletin for the date in he house guest of Mr. and
your church.
Mrs. Goodwin Duncan, both,
When the Lane Dragons bas- pharmacists, Mrs. Duncan will
ketball team traveled to Mem- be remembered by Jacksonphis last Saturday many Lane ans as the former Miss Rose
alumni went along also cheer Freeman
them on to victory. Among
those were Dr. and Mrs Herman Stone, Mr. and Mrs. 0W- Hewitt, a L. Thacker,
Miss Norma J. Garrett, Mr.
and Mrs. J. Dorsett, Mr. and
Mrs. S. H. Bronaugh, Mr. and
Mrs. A. J. Payne, Jr., Mr. and
Mrs. P. Goldman, and many
of the college students.
Lane came back home to
win from Allen of South
Carolina but suffered a defeat from Fisk university, title
holders of the SIAC The season closes with Knoxville college in Knoxville. Basketball,!
lovers, you'll get a chance to
see some more basketball, for
the high school tournaments CALL. US BEFORE YOU
ARE EMBARRASSED
will be getting underway immediately.
SOCIAL NEWS
l'WE KILL TO LIVE' ,
The delightful hostess to
the
of
the February meeting
CALL
New Idea Club was Mrs.
her
in
Dunlap
Odessa Beck
home on Hays Ave. on last
Friday evening. The winner of
FOR FREE ESTIMATES W
the lucky holiday holder was
Your
Ford.
Gertrude
Mrsscribe was presented the guest
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EXTERMINATING CO.
TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS
RATS
Licensed and
Bonded

0.Z. EVERt
Ph. FA 7-6033
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Starts Sat. Feb. 22
One Big Week!
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Biggest"savings book"
in the world
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0=1
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P. SALE SALE SALE SALE SALE

LOOK!
Keeping the Free World free is a mighty
expensive proposition.
And our enemies are doing everything they
can to make it so. They've said they expect to
"bury us" economically.
They see us as soft, self-satisfied, lazy. They
don't think we're prepared to make any sacrifices•for freedom.
But there's a "special book" in the U.S.
Treasury Department that says they're as
wrong about that as they are about a lot of
ether things.
It's a symbolic "freedom book" which shows
that tens of millions of American families have
invested 46 billions of dollars in their country in
the form of U.S. Savings Bonds. Dollars the
government uses to keep our economy strong.
To help keep the Free World free.

Keep freedom in your future with

Quick facts about

kliner(Wing

FREE

*

1495

$150.00 DOWN WITH
GOOD CREDIT

1960 OLDS.Super 111-2 Dr. H.T.
R.H.,

*

1645
1795

U. S. Savings Bonds

r •

•

NO MONEY DOWN
WITH GOOD CREDIT

• You get 64 for every $3 at maturity
• Your Bonds are replaced free if stoles, 1062•
destroyed
• You can get your money anytime

1961 CHU. IMP. 2 Or., H.T., R.N., AT., P.S.

• You can save automatically on Nina 811,30,13

30 MONTHS
TO PAY

U.S SAVINGS BONDS

Ceaormineyt dee, wet pay fr.? this edreetAir. Tie rresterr M'Perfolo"t
• n.vs.TA.
support.
Council and this newspaper for thew
Woks

50 Gals
50 Gals.
of GAS
of GAS
Below
Listed
Cars
of
With Purchase
1962 FORD GAL. S Or. H.T.
R.H., A.T., W.S.W., P.S., AIR. U.CLEAN

This is one way you can meet the challenge to
Americans. And there's no need to feel funny
about collecting good interest on Savings Bonds.
The financial strength of your family 13 part of
the strength of the nation.
So help yourself as you help your country,by
regular purchase of U.S. Savings Bonds...
through the Payroll Savings Plan where you
work, or from any bank.
*
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HOROSCOPES is "When news breaks out,
t. CASTING
=seems to be the fad at a coun- we break in," was given an
ty High School. One teacher is assignment to photograph the
rather pleased about what Beta Chi chapter of Delta Sigthey cast-out about him- It ma Theta sorority's "Mr. Sewent something like this: cret Passion." As the photog5b "You might not be a genius rapher was setting his camera,
but you do things in such a a sorority member announced
way until people think you the moment that all had wait.a are a genius. You take the ed for. "Mr. S.P." is Mark
works if ethers and improve Stansbury—a Memphis man.
QUESTION OF THE WEEK:
upon them." This is a good
'method for all of us to em- "Who in town had three pairs
VI' •
but refused to call the bet
ploy.
• - THE CAMERA turned on a when they discovered that the
4— free-lance photographer dur- bettor had three deuces? Every'
to. ing e,Valentine Ball on Lane body knows that three deuces
, College Campus in Jackson, beats two pairs. But the hold.6„ Tenn., last Friday night. The er of the two pairs had two
photographer, whose motto pairs of aces."

Greenwood Church
To Observe 'Negro
History Week' Sun.

4v

NIA Officials To Hold
Meeting In Louisville

Seventy leading Negro life NIA, will preside at the sesinsurance sales executives will sion'
attend the 2bth Annual Mid- NIA, now in its 44th year,
Year Agency Officers Confer- represents 48 Negro-ow ned
ence ef the National Insurance life insurance companies that
Association at Stouffer's Inn comprise the strongest financiBUST OF DR. WALKER UNVEILED
al institutions among that
in Louisville, March 18-20.
bust of the Lite Dr. Joseph E. Walker. founder
bronze
group.
A
will
The •three-drly meeting
Life Insurance company, was unveiled Feb.
of
Universal
of
problems
concentrate on
Avenue lobby of the home office. Pictured
Linden
the
in
7
life
training
recruiting and
insurance salesmen, and suwith the bust is the late Dr. Walker's family: From left:
pervising field operations in
Mrs. A. M. Walker, Sr., dauothter-in-law; "Candy" Walker,
the $2 billion Negro-owned
granddaughter, A. M. Walker, Sr.. son and Mrs. Johnetta
seginent of the indestry.
W. Kelso Hozay, daughter.
Dr. S. gains Wallace, Pro—
fessor of business education at
designed
mosaics,
36
About
the University of Virginia and
LeMoyne stuvice president of the Life In- and created by
LeMoyne telelecture course
dents studying Introduction to
surance Agency Management Art, are on exhibit in the
Great Issues in Contempoin
Association, will be the main Alumni Room of the college's
rary Society will peesent Ralph
lecturer in two session sched- new Hollis F. Price library
McGill, publisher of the Atlanta
uled for Thursday, March 19, building.
The Wesleyan Service Guild Constitution, as speaker March
according to E- E. Fort, agency The mosaics will be on diswill present George E. Brack, 11. The syndicated columnist
director of Mammoth Life In- play indefinitely, said John
surance Company, Louisville. Weichael, associate professor
tenor soloist, in a recital at the will discuss civil rights.
benefitinstitutions
32
The
;
was
$2,671,723
record
A
He is program chairman.
Bethel Methodist church at Adolf Berle will speak Feb.
of art at the college.
the United Negro ling through the appeal are all 616 Scott St. on Sunday, Feb. 26 on responsibility of Free
CLEMENT TO SPEAK
Mostly freshmen are in the raised by
College Fund in 1963, accord- ',independent, privately sup-,24, starting at 4 p.m., and the Enterprise, and Marston Bates
William A. Clement, C L U, class.
will be the March 4 speaker,
accredited colleges and public is invited.
president of NIA, will address In making the mosaics, stu- ing to an announcement this ported,
dents used their own choice week by Lawrence J. Mac- , universities, and are all locat- Mr. Brack toured the North- discussing expanding popua luncheon Thursday.
ed in the 11 states of the Old east and Middle West for sev- lation and Shrinking World.
Willie . Galimore, star half- of colors and ideas. Each stu- Gregor, national campaign south.
special design,
en years with the famous Rust
back of the Chicago Beers dent used a
glass tile onto a chairman.
I Dr. Frederick D. Patterson, College choir and has perfootball team and representa- cementing of
History
wood.
background
MacGregor, retired board 'recently named president and formed in Chicago anti other Know Your Negro
tive in the off season for tradcent
per
59
up
made
lana
Negroes
presently
is
the
of
He
officer
cities.
Trust
Ichief
executive
Summit
chairman of the
ing stamp firm, will , present
Memphis of the population of South
a football film and short talk Know Your Negro History company in Summit,N.J., head- College Fund, announced that guage teacher in
Carolina in 1880.
Negroes were barred from ed the nation-wide UNCF ap- $46,978 had been received in public schools.
on Thursday.
Perty W. Prothrow, vice the public schools by Illinois peal for the second srtraight legacies during 1963.
year.
Unless 'earmarked for a spepresident, agency section of Education Act of 1825.
'
"The 1963 total tops the $2,- cific plitglistirll ..I3ortaasts are
300,003 raised in 1962 by 16 deposited hi 41 Speehl reserve
per cent," he said. "This is the fund established to insure the
largest percentage increase economic stability of the colachieved since the College leges. "Income from invested
Fund pioneered cooperative reserves helps defray annual
fund raising for higher edu- campaign expenses," Dr. Patcation in 1944. That first year, terson said.
$76,563 was raised to bolster
"AllOcations of the funds
the operating budgets of the raised through the annual UNmember institutions.
CF appeals have no strings at"Corporation giving climbed tached," Dr. Patterson said.
Tax Problems, are our Business
the h‘ghest last year, amount- "Each college uses the money
We Have, The Know How
ing to $1,440,610. Foundations where most needed, principalanti family funds accounted ly to grant scholarships, in9:00 A.M. To 5:30 P.M.
for $458,652. Individuals and crease faculty salaries, introgroups contributed $772.461 to duce new courses, up-to-date
Monday thru Saturday
libraries and laboratory equipthe 1963 campaign."
ment."
ALL IN OLD SOUTH
946-5734

Student Artists
Display Mosaics
In Price Library

UNCF Raises Record
Snm In'63 Campaign

•
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EXPERT ON
-Short Forms—Long Forms
Business Forms

Appointments after 6:00 p.m.
by calling above number
222 W. Brooks Rd. West of Horn Lake old.

S

G White, Autom., Factory Air
1959 GAL. FORD, 4 Dr., R.H.
Green & White, Fully Equip
1959 T. BIRD, Blaii—One & White
One. Two to Choose
1959 FORD, Station Wagon

1960 FORD, Station Wagon
Country Sedan, 4 Or
1961 VOLVO. Pretty Red. Extra Clean
4.

You Must See
1958 FORD, 2 Dr., R.H., W.S.W.

1120 S. MICHIGAN • CHICAGO

SPECIAL • 4 issues tot $1

TAN for only
Yet plense send m e the next 4 big issues of
price.
ft . This saves me 40c on the regular newsstand
0Cash or money
order enclosed

r--1 Send magazine
1_1 and bill me

NAM
ADDRESS
205E-STAT
DEPT. NO

15800
Sametta Taylor
951S Neptune •

$1795
5 995
5 1 495
195
$1195
$ 995
595
795
995
195

Mrs. Evelyn Malone
937C Lemoyne Dr.

&Dr.

Mrs. Pearl Smith
950F Lemoyne Dr.

Pearline Smith
937D Lemoyne Dr.

HI.. R.H.
1961 FALCON, 4 Dr., R.H., Clear Plastic $
Covers, Seat Like New
1960 FORD, 2 Or.,

TV t

S

N.H., W.S.W.

Financing No Problem, We Own Our
FINANCE COMPANY

- THIRD & GAYSO AVENUE • JA 6-8871
OPEN MITES

Annie Sesley
950E Lemoyne Dr.

Mrs. Bettye Lewis
951F Neptune

You can be a PAYDAY Winner, too!
The contest is still running.

5

•

TAN

=Iry
Houseful of
Furniture

5

Green & Pretty
1959 CHEVROLET Bel

She WR8 married 7 times. She wore red,
blonde and silver wigs. She was "Queen
Of The Blues." Why did she die'? Who
were her husbands'? Read about her
many husbands, her ill-starred life in
big, exciting, February TAN, now on
your newsstand!

S

,Solid White. Heater

5-;

71/EL/FE4A0LOVE)OF

•Next week it could be you!

A-1
USEDFROMCARS
HULL
1963 FORD, 4 Or., V-8, R.H.

f George Brack
To Sing Sunday

Writer To Speak
On Civil Rights
In A Tele-Lecture

et Milk PAYDAY Winners

INCOME TAX SERVICE

3

The Muhammand's Mosque
here has made plans to sponsor an. African-Asian bazaar,
Saturday, Feb. 22 at Masonic
Temple, 198 S. Fourth St,
starting at 8 pi. m•
Featured will be African art
and music, exhibits, crafts, displays and fashions.
Chairman of the bazaar is
Minister Nathaniel X, head of
the local mosque which Is located at 907 S. Third St.
Among those who have
agreed to have displays at the
bazaar are Gorine College,
Rosebud Florist and Ceramics.
Greene's Service Station, and
Oriole Drugs.

Thirty-ninth annual Negro'
History Week, which is underway at LeMoyne, will be climaxed Friday morning, Feb.
21, when a Chicago sociologist,
Mrs. Alfred& B. Duster, ad-,
dresses a general assembly of
the college's students and
faculty in Bruce Hall. The program begins at 10:30.
Howard E. Sims. who is coordinating the program, said
, Negro History Week is being
observed jointly with the college's own Centennial Decade
Celebration.
The Friday morning program includes organ prelude
by Mrs. Barbara J. Nichols,
invocation by the Rev. John
C. Mickle, greetings by Miss
Eddie Dale Ford (Miss LeMoyne), music by the college
When the Christian Board
choir, occasion by Miss Willie
of Education at Greenwood
Mae Cross (Miss UNCF) and
CME church, 1068 S. Bellow
introduction of the speaker by
Blvd., observes Negro History
MRS. ALFREDA DUSTER
Miss Martelle D. Trigg.
Week, Sunday, Feb. 23, at 4,
Others on the morning proNess, is scheduled for Bruce p. m., William R. Johnson, asgram are Mrs. Virginia Dr.
istant director of the Education
Flowers and Dr. Paul Hayes. Hall at 10:30 this Thursday
will
morning. In the cast are Shir- Board of CME churches,
TEA FOR GUEST
featured speaker.
A tea in honor of the guest ley K. London, Carrie J. be the
The public is invited. Mrs.
speaker was held Wednesday Davis, Evelyn Lewis, Alvenia
afternoon in the Alumni Room Perkins, Maxine Gray, Ri>set- Elsie Davis is the president.
Smith Is the
of the Hollis F. Price Library ta A. Nicholson, Bernice Tuck- Mrs. Thelma V.
is
Building. The tea was spon- er, Sadie Hollowell, Patricia director. Rev. E. L. Brown
sored by the Freshmen Fine Townsel, Davison Taylor and the church's pastor.
Arts Group.
Danell Rowell, Stage set manKnow Your Negro History
Social science majors of the
ager is Jimmie Charlton.
college were scheduled to sponThere were 3,500 Negro phyHistory exhibits are
Negro
p.m.
12:30
sor a luncheon at
display i at the college in sicians and almost 7,000 trainon
Duster.
Mrs.
this Thursday for
Brownlee Hall and the library. ed and student nurses 411 1940.
_
•
An original pageant, "Cru_
sading Americans," by L. H.
Selders and Miss Elsie E. Van

▪
_ .•••••••*********•••••••••••••••••••••••••1111$
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To Give Bazaar

Chicago Sociologist
To Speak Here Friday
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Leukemia Kills
A Grandson Of
Memphis Couple

WREATH PLACED ON GRAVE
Following the traditional "Unveiling of the ('hair" ceremony for Rev. L. J. Peppers, late pastor of St. Jude
Baptist church, his widow, Mrs. L. J. Peppers, Journeyed
to Lake View Gardens cemetery to place a wreath on his
grave. The ceremony usually comes 90 days after the passing of a pastor In the Baptist church.—iWithers photo)

ST. JUDE CHAIR UNVEILED
1, 1963. The new church at 853 E. Trigg was built while he was serving
the congregation from 1960 until his death.

All of the seating area was filled and chairs placed in the aisles for
persons who came to St. Jude Baptist church for the unveiling of the chair
ceremony honoring the late Rev. L. J. Peppers, who died on Friday, Nov.

Nashville Woman To Speak At
Metropolitan Church Sunday
An associate professor of
Tennessee State A & 1 university is expected to deliver
the featured address when a
month-long series of activities
is climaxed by the Women of
Metropolitan Baptist Church,
767 Walker Ave., Sunday, Feb.
23.
Mrs. Geraldine B. Fort, the
associate professor . of the
home economic department, is
scheduled to speak at 3:15
p.m.
At 7:30 p.in. there will be
a music program.
- Mrs. Fort received her B.S.
degree at Tennessee State
A & I university (summa cum
laude). Her masters degree
was earned at Columbia uni- I
versity in New York City.
She has taught at high
schools in Chattanooga, Nash- MRS. GERALINE B. FORT
vile and Barker-Scotia colof Kappa Delta Pi honor solege in North Carolina.
A member of First Baptist ciety 71I. Tennessee State umchurch on Eighth Avenue versity as well as the organNorth in Nashville, she is very :izer and past president and
active in the church's var- teenage director of Nashville
ious departments. She is the :Chapter of Jack and Jill. She
,organizer and past counselor is a past president of Alpha

Listen Um Sunday
To the 1964 Church

Choir of the
Year Contest

Rev. Collins Speaks At
Rites Honoring Pastor
NEED
CASH!

MIDWEST MILK
AT YOUR FOOD STORE

• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY

WLOK-3 to 4

Colonial Bakery is pleased to offer you
Ibis opportunity to hear the music of the

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE

many fine church choirs of the community.
We know you will enjoy following the pro-

This lovely Gift For YOU
4 Piece Place Setting of
Dinnerware. The pattern is
PINK HOPE
Wedgewood & Co. ltd.

Dr.
Ho

•

Be sure and bring the coupons you
received in the mail to Big Star and
get your FREE 4 piece Place Setting
(With $5 additional purchase)

Redeem the coupons eacn & every
week for Valuable savings on this
lovely dinnerware and complete the
set to grace your table.
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DIXIE FINANCE CO.

Home Owned - Horo• Operated
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
"We like to soy y•• to your
loan r•qu••t"
Ecornin•d and Superels•d by
th• Stot• D•partment of
Insurance and Bombing.
2 LOCATIONS
161 S. Main, JA 7-8581
152 Madison, JA 5-7611
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CHOIR &PULPIT
GOWNS

Automobile. Furniture
Signature
why p•oal•
Them I. a
to do business with us. You,
fee, will lilts, our courteous treatment and d•alre to h•lp you.
"Oo•n Thursday and Friday
Nights Until 7:00 P.M.
Saturdays 9:00 to 7:00

SAVE 80*
4 (I!

Darryl Carlton Peck, son of
a former Memphian, died in
Cleveland, Ohio - at the age of
eight after losing a long battle with leukemia.
Darrly was the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Nelson G. Peck, Jr.,
of Cleveland, and the maternal grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
Claude D,Myers of 582 Stephen pl., Memphis. His mother
is the former Miss Emily DeMyers, who attended St. Augustine school here.
The child's father is a consulting engineer with Osborn
Engineering company and his
mother a member of the Glenville YWCA board.
He is survived also by two
brothers, David and Douglas.
and two sisters, Diane and
Deborah.
A requiem mass was said
for him in the St. Aloysius
Catholic church there.

—Quick Loans—

'under please
horns delivered

••

emony, the widow, Mrs. L. J. acting pastor, who read scrip•
couipi 71/1011111111111PT.
Peppers, went to Lakeview ture; Rev. P. L. Shipp, who
PAIFilt,Iporl, teen. Toblei
, serving as an usher in the Rock Gardens cemetery where she offered prayer; Rev. A. H.
tAwest Price, Ayellobis
l of Ages Baptist Church, and placed a wreath on the grave Brown, Germantown, Term.,
Waif! FOR FRI! CAY5106
who was master of ceremonies,
' preached his first sermon in of her late husband.
and Elise Williams, soloist. SPRINOER FASHION UNIFORMS
1941 on the subject of "The OTHER PARTICIPANTS
67 Whitehall It., 5.W.
/01 14 15.,11.1.
Others participating in the Other musical selections were Wattisinglise
Prodical Son."
1, D.C. Athens!. 7, *smile
Following the unveiling cer- iceremony were Rev. J. White, given by the St. Jude choir.

Hundreds of Memphians fore coming to St. Jude.
jammed the St. Jude Baptist FIRST SERMON
Church at 953 E. Trigg Ave. on
According to the obituary by
Sunday. Feb. 9, for the "Un- Mrs. 0. C. Collins, wife of the
veiling of the Chair" ceremony guest speaker, the late minister
marking the end of a 90-day began his church work by
period of mourning for the late
pastor, Rev. L. J. Peppers.
The 51-year-old minister died
here Nov. 1, 1963, after being
stricken during a church meeting.
Guest speaker for the occasion was Rev. 0. C. Collins,
pastor of Progressive Baptist
Church.
The late Rev. Peppers served
as pastor of St. Jude for three
years, and during that time
encouraed the congregation
to erect the new church. He had
Previously pastored churches
in Arkansas and Mis.sissinpi
and in Germantown, Tenn., be-

Kappa Alpha sorority; former
Girl Scout and Junior Red
Cross leader; YMCA and NAACP.
She is the wife of William
H. Fort who is registrar at
Meharry Medical college, who
is a board member of Owen
coilege here in Memphis.
The Forts are the parents of
two daughters, Jane, a psychologist in New York City;
and Dorothy, a junior at Fisk
university.
General chairman of the
celebration is Mrs. Ada Spraggin. Committee chairmen include: Mrs. Willie M. Strickland, Mrs. Roland Powell,
I Mrs. Gladys Webb. and Mrs.
'Thelma Whalum. Rev. S. A.
Owen is pastor of the church.

SAT
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gress of your favorite choir throughout
the weeks of the contest.

INC.

248

Vance Ave.

JA 7-9320

Memphis, Tennessee
"YOUR Company M•kos Whet You Ask For An
Creates Whet Yee Think Of"
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Discussing ('hristian Education are Rev.
TollIe L. Cantor, director of the Summer
School of Religious Education and aSs0date secretary of domestic missions in the
Protestant Episcopal Church of New York
City; Mrs. Willie T. Raspberry of Okahorns college in Mississippi; and H. P. Wil-

Items, president of Okahoma college and
director of Christian Education. The three
discussed plans for a summer Session in
Secular and Private School Education for
Mississippi in the office of President
Williams.

Iligma Gamma Rho Sorority Member discussed plans for the annual
regional meeting during a recent monthly meeting at the Passport Continental dining-room at the Memphis Municipal Airport. The regional
meeting Is scheduled for March 13-14 In Birmingham, Ala., at the A. G.
Gaston Motel. Cocktails were served before dinner, followed by bridge.
Hostesses were Mimeos Dorothy Slate and Eunice Carruthers. Prises at bridge
were won by Mrs. Eldora Amos, Mr. Lytle McKinney and Mrs. Margaret
Goodlow. Abeve are, seated In the front row: Sorors Eldora Amos, maridelle
Adams, Elisabeth Mexico, Lytle McKinney, Ruby Porter, Grace Parker and
Peggy Conner. Second row: Sorors Annette MeField, willette Hauling,
Charlyse Heard, Jeanette Carr, Kathryn Jones, Bernice Burton and Sans--

ellen Wilson. Standing; Sorors Mary R. Brooks. Marie L. Adams,
Maurits
Vaughn, Jean' i%'illiams, Dorothy Akins, Lillian loggins, cora Smith
LaRose Macklin, Leath B. Jones, Nanette Johnson, Rosa Ford, Ethel Watkins,
Marguerite MeChrlstian, Hattie Braithwaite. Frances Williams, Emma Crittenden, Jim Ella Cotton, Harry Mae Simon, Bernice Cole, Margaret Goodlow, Elnora Oglesby, Erie Rose and Leonna Jamison. Not seen on the
photo:
Sorors Dorothy Slate, Eunice Carruthers. Minnie Echols. Addle gone,
Charlesetta Branton, Elizabeth Toles, Etha Wiggins. Bernt ce Rivers,
Marine Robinson, Beulah Preston, Ophlelia Flowers, Vera Smith and Carrie
Nabors.

ed people. His works already
have etched for him a place
among the greats that time
will never erase. But after the
program had gone on a piece
I saw a new Langston Hughes
—a Langston Hughes who was
willing to jeopardize all that
he had on the production of a
t
young man who was unknown
in this part of the country.
Gilbert Price, one of the
"But • certain Samaritan, acing out the best in these t iy- stars of "Jerich-Jim Crow'
came out on the stage and
is. journeyed, came where hsiing moments. It is my firm
startled tht audience will long
was; and when he saw hinz.helief that God has blessed us
had compassion on him, that we may be a blessing to be remembered by his hearRind went to him, and bound someone else. The man who is ers at Hampton.
Elder Ralph Peay, pastor of'opened, the group was serve,:
up his wounds, pouring in oil blessed and never thinks in But the one thing that kept the Mississippi Blvd. Seventh
ATLANTA, G., -- A !totalling Committee, and the Narefreshments and games were President Hollis le. Price
running through my mind was
and wine, and set him on his terms of being a blessing
of 327,588 new voters in 11 i tional Urban League, plus
to that here was truly the story Day Adventist church at 1051' la d.
of LeMoyne College has pro- Southern states
beast, and brought him to an someone else is very
were added to tilany local groups across the
ye
much of the "Good Samaritan" in Mississippi blvd., thought he
claimed Feb. 24 "Sweatshirt rolls between
inn, and took care of him.' — akin to that man who goes
April 1, 19621South, revealed Branton.
out action maybe mr, price was was going to a Boy Scout THE GUESTS
Day" on the campus.
Luke 10:33-34.
Among
present
those
were
land
Dec.
31,
1693,
announces' Largest number of new votbanquet at the dining room of
and buries his talent.
not in a ditch and physically
Members of the college's Wiley A. Branton,
BLESSINGS
director of ers reported was in Texas —
St. Andrew AME church last Mr. and Mrs. James M. Vine, chapter
UNSELFISHNESS
wounded, but I am sure that
of the Collegiate Coun- the Voter Education
Nashville: Mr. and Mrs. FleThis parable of Jesus brings A few hours ago I
.
Saturday
night.
'
rrojt.cl,:a
saw by this time he realized withnoici Aldriage, Sr., Mr. and el .or he niaeshir at ons are which sponsored the ree:stra-'31.total of 120,590 as of Dec.
out one of the great expecte- Langston. Hushes appear
The figure is an estimate
on in himself that he had unusual But when he arrived there AltS. Sherman Aldridge, Sr.,1 sellingte swe t
ts to raise lion drive in cooperation with of new voters
with one of his neighbors, Norlions of Christians as laid the stage of Odgen Hall at talent
paying poll tax
enough money to send a dele- civil rights organizations,
and no one would give vel
Powell, a Boy Scout exec- Mr. and Mrs. 'Arnett Monte- gation
down by Jesus. In an hour of Hampton 'Institute. Already him
for the first time under a
of six to Si.Louis Mar,
a hand.
utive, he was surprised to hear gue, Mr. and Mrs. Norvel Pow- 118
potential Jesus expects each of Mr. Hughes is tall timber in
VEP was started 21 months statewide program. It includes
21 f
th
h'
us to be instrumental in bring- the thinking of all sober-mind- He was being passed by those assembled start sing- ell, Mr. and Mrs. Claude Jones, Midwest Model
Latin Americans, white per.
United Na- ago'
daily with people who could ing. "For He's A Jolly Good Mr. and Mrs. Elmo Dean, Mrs.
and Negroes. Approxi, Branton, formerly a Civil
have helped him but no one Fellow" and "Happy Birthday Rita Jones, Mrs. Maxine Weir, tions.
"tehyesien fiignueres
LeMoyne will represent Ec- Ark.,Rigtssaatitdorn
Bluf,P do!T
ineaxtealse 60,000 are Negroes. The
!heard his longing to want to Elder Peay."
Mrs. Jesse Wilson, Mrs. John
program will continue
lbe a great singer. Then along The party was planned by J. Taylor, Sr., Mrs. Harold uador at the St. Louis session.
LeMoyne students selected not represent the total voter- up to the 1984 registration cut
came Langston Hughes, the his wife, Mrs. Juanita Peay, Sims, Mr. and Mrs. Elmo Dean
Samaritan and saw something through the cooperation of and Mrs. Elizabeth Sherman. for the trip are Mary Ann gains in the 11 states, hut only off date in that state, as will
Thompson, Irma Ji. an Ezell, those attributable to V EP the program in all other states.
in him and went all out to church members and neighAnd Mrs. Elizabeth Martin,
Calvin Cunningham, Henry sponsored activity."
WASHINGTON, D. C. — In- of New York City, Dr. Lillian give him a chance.
1 'the lowest figure was for
bors, and included a short pro- Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Brown,
dustrial chemist Percy L. Juli- B, Lewis of Winston-Salem,
Thompson and Ralph Jackson., Aside from encouraging vol. Mississippi — 3.228.
Somewhere in my inner- gram with Terry Addison, Sr., Mr. and Mrs. Terry Addison,
an of Franklin Park, Ill., will N. C., and Flaxie M. Pinkett
Dr. Clifton H. Johnson, advi- ler registration in the South,' Figures for other states Alamost thinking I believe that serving as master of ceremo- Sr., Mr. and Mrs. Ousley Perkbe the principal speaker at of Washington, D. C.
sor to the chapter, also will'VEP is studying the voting,bama, 13,487; Arkansas, North•
ins, Jr., Mrs. Rita Jones, Mrs.
this is the type of spirit God nies.
make the trip.
Charter Day exercises mark- Dr. Julian, who once served
patterns of Negroes and seek- !Carolina, 23,323; South Carowould have each of us have. Little Halite Peay, accompa- Vashti Harvey, Miss Lucy
ing the 97th anniversary of as professor and head of the
The chapter is conducting ing the most effective methods!lina, 20,727; Tennessee, 34,243;
the founding of Howard Uni- Department of Chemistry at Somewhere still I believe that nied by her mother, sang Tompkins, Mr. and Mrs. Cen- a "Mr. LeMoyne" contest in of overcoming the traditional'Virginia, 13,877.
ner Pointer. Mr. and Mrs. Ray
ersity Monday, March 2, at Howard, is president of the this is the kind of spirit God- "Daddy Dear" in tribute to
connection with "Sweatshirt barriers of discrimination and VEP also released its estitouched people will always her father; Mrs. Lillian Jones Armour, Mr. and Mrs. Ar- Day..
1:30 a. m.
Julian Laboratories of Frankvoter indifference, stated the mates of ,total voter registrarecited le- poem entitled, lender Sham Mr. and • Mrs.
The program will be held in lin Park, Ill. and Mexico City, have.
;director.
tion in the area. For the eleven
"Nothing But A Maintenance McCann L. Reid and Henry P,
the university's Cramton Audi- both subsidiaries of Smith MORE THAN A BOOK
I Both t h e Republican a n d states, all voters numbered
Contrary to much of our Problem," and a piano duet, Jackson,
torium.
Kline and French Laboratories.
Democratic National Commit- 14,157,058. Of these, 12,405,240
During the exercises alumni He is a native of Montgomery, popular thinking the Bible is "The Witches' Flight," was Also Mrs. Katherine HolIces have endorsed the non- are white, and 1,751,818 are
achievement awards will be Ala., who was the ranking not some old-fashioned book played by Mrs. Peay and Mrs.
partisan program said Bran- non-whitepree, Mrs. Bernice Washingpresented to five graduates of student in his graduating class that has no meaning for peo- Cora I. Reid.
tonThis means that 114 per
ton and Mrs. Lenora Luckett.'r WDIA has signed an agree- Under
the university for distinguish- at DePauw University, Green- ple today. Actually it has more After the presents'
the program, partici- cent of the total registration
meaning today to well-meaned post-graduate service. They castle, Ind.. in 1920.
ment with the American pating agencies carry on the in the 11 southern states is
are Dr. Roy A. Auduze of St. Dr. Julian holds the Master ing people than it has ever
Broadcasting Company to car- I work, under grants from VEP now non-white. Of the nonThomas, V. I., Dr. Errold D. of Arts degree from Harvard had. The man who wants to
Or Om-heavyweight champion- 1The participating agencies in-!white voting age population,
Collymore of White Plains, University and the Doctor of do good can find more justifiship fight between Sonny Lis- elude the principal civil rights 35.2 per cent are registered.
N. Y., the Rev. James Farmer Philosophy degree from the cation and motivation in the
ton and Cassius Clay at 8:35 !agencies, such as the NAACP,1 The Voter Education Project
Bible
than
where
any
else.
University of Vienna. He enp.m. (Memphis time) Tuesday, CORE, the Southern Christian is a program of the Southern
tered industrial chemistry in Today we need people who
The Friendship Baptist Feb. 25, from Miami Beach,'Leadership Conference, lb e'Regional Council, witn offices
1936 following 16 years of are going to take the spirits of WASHINGTON, D.C.—When Church's
'Student Nonviolent Coordinat-lin Atlanta.
School Correspondent Fla.
teaching and research,
those noble characters in the the Andrew D. Turner Memo- Committee, 1355 Vollintine
Bible and make them a part rial Drill Team representing Ave., announces plans to preof their lives to the extent the U.S. Air Force Reserve Of- sent the Greater White Stone
that they are willing to help ficers Training Corps detach- celestial choir in concert Sunment at Howard University
someone else.
day, March 1 at 3 p.m.
BOSTON —(UPI) — Evange
Only to the extent that our here, scored top honors at the Thomas Franklin is chairFourth annual Sunshine City
spirits
take
on
a
kinship
to
the
man.
Rev. W. A. Suggs is paslist Billy Graham said some
noble spirits of the Bible will Drill meet at Tucson, Ariz., tor of the churkh.
areas of the North were "rathrecently, a Memphis man parlives
our
justify
down
our
here
er hypocritical" for permitting The U. S. Board of Civil
existence on this earth. We can ticipated.
existence of de facto seg Service Examiners at the Naval
Perry 0. Withers is a men:
Air Station here in Memphis never be satisfied with mere- ber of Howard University's 25
gation in public schools.
Without pointing to any is accepting applicatons to ly receiving blessings but we man team. A graduate if
should strive to use these
specific conununity, Graham compete for jobs as heatin
blessings to make other peo- Mitchell Road high school, he The Rev, C. ID. Coleman,
said it was hypocrisy to pro- equipment mechanic and liqui
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. executive director of the
Gendistribution
system op- ple better people.
mulgate full integration by law fuels
Lanpton Hughes is a poet, Ernest A. Withers, Sr. of 480 eral Board of Christian Educaannounces
erator,
T.
Laura
W. Brooks Rd. in Memphis, tion of the Christian
while failing to practice it.
Methodist
Sheehan, executive secretary. lecturer, columnist and author Tone
"Prejudice is not limited to Storting wages for the jobs of the first magnitude. He is
church, will be guest speaker
one sectiOn 'of the country," he are $2.85; $2.76 -and $2.87 per now at a place in life where
at the February meeting of the
said. He said be believed the hour.
Memphis and Shelby County
he could sit down, but he
Interdenominational Ministers
race situation was improving Application forms and addi- would rather be going from
Alliance. The meeting will be
much faster in the South than tional information can be ob- place to place inspiring others
held at the Y.W.C.A., 1044 Misin the North because of a tained from the Board of U. S. So it should be with each of
sissippi Blvd., Monday, Feb. 24
"warm, personal friendship" Civil Service, Examiners, Na- us. His could has taken its
at 11 A.M. The Rev. Elmer M.
between many Negroes and val Air Station, 86, Memphis, place with those of the great
Martin, vice-president, will
whites in the South.
38115.
of all ages.
preside.

SPEAKS

C THOMAS PAIGE

Banquet Truns Out To
Be A Surprise Party

Sweatshirt Day VEP Adds
327 588 To
Proclaimed By
LeMoyne Prexy !Rolls In Vote Drive

Dr. Julian Slated To Speak At
Howard U. Anniversary Program

s

WOIA Radio To Carry
"
Championshi
p Fight•

Graham Raps
Hypocrisy Of
North On Race Applications For

Memphis Man Was
Part Of AwardWinning Drills

•

Plans Concert
For March 1

Competitive Jobs
At Naval Station

Rev. Coleman To
Address Ministers

I

Youth Group To
Install Officers

Repairs Home,
Build New Homes
Quality-Service-Satisfaction

'Rooms Built
Plumbing & Wiring
Gas Piping
Decorating & Painting
'Water Heaters
Floor Bracing
Attic & Walls Insulated
Aluminum Awning

'Aluminum Window Screen
Roofing & Siding
Yard Fences-Wire
Concrete Porches
Ornamental Iron Garages
General Repairs
Door & Windows Weatherstripped

WE DO THE JOB
Licensed
Bonded
3621 Barren Road
PA•mphis, Tonn.
aS11-6120 Day or Nile

The Youth People of Ford's
Chapel AME Zion Church, 212
Mitchell Rd., have planned installation services for Sunday;
Feb. 23, at 3:30 o.m. The officers are: Miss Frances Gearring, president; Miss Jaonita
Sims, eecretary; and Miss Vera
Ford, treasurer.
PERRY 0. WITHERS
The gues speaker will he
The Howard team, com- Mrs. A. Reed, Rev. A. D. Balmanded by Cadet Lt. Jackson lard is the church's pastor.
L. Davis, won first prize in
overall performance and originality of its drills. Also, Commander Davis won first prize
as the best drill commander in
the competition. The only top
award to escape the Howard
team went to the Naval ROTC Exciting spring fashions
representing the University of promise to burst into full view
New Mexico, adjudged the top when a benefit Fashion Show
and Tea is held at St. Andrew
team during inspection.
Howard's unit, which trav- AME church, 867 S. Parkway
eled the greatest distance of East, March 13.
the 50 ROTC teams competing. Smart millinery and hair
also set a new scoring record styling as well as wigs of
for the four-year-old meet, many shades will be displayed.
Mrs. Lillian Newman, chairscoring 799 out of a pos!.Mle
man of the affair, said, "You'll
850 points.
Howard's team was one of see designs perfected for fem28 units representing Army. Air inine charm which will make
Force, and Navy in the Drill- you glad you're women."
Rev. E M. Martin is the
with-Arms division. An estimated 60,000 persons attended. church's pastor.

Fashion-Tea To
Be Given At
St. Andrew Church

BOY SCOUTS DEMONSTRATE
As a part of annual Boy Scout Week, members of Troop
198, Golden Methodist church pitched a tent and put on
first aid demonstrations inside the General Drug Store at
281 W. Mitchell rd.. Walker Homes last week. Using Nathan
Flowers as the patient. from left. are Ralph Thompson.
Michael Fant, Adolph Flowers and John Chandler. Their
scoutmaster Is William Henry. During the week other
troops participated in candlelight ceremonies, recognition
ceremonies, banquets, scout vesper services and put up
displays in shopping centers. The scouts also did their
usual good deeds for institutions and communities.
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Undivided Leadership
By all measurable standards,
the New York school boycott
was a howling success. If it did
not achieve its full objective, at
least, it illustrated dramatically
an unusual cohesion and unity
of purpose in the growing struggle to be free and equal.
The le a d or s of the boycott
were not at all unaware of the
possibility of disorder and violence, though they had taken
pain to caution against undisciplined behavior. It was a risk
they had to take. The s t a k es
were too high to be cancelled
out by mere apprehension of untoward incidents.
There was a loud chorus of
disapproval that rose from the
city's economic power structure,
from the metropolitan pr es s,
from some parents, teachers, and,
of course, the New York School
Board. Their hue and cry was t9
no avail. The determination had
been made; the dies were cast.
The school board, which could
have prevented the mass exodus
from the classrooms by preferring a more suitable desegregation plan, elected not to retreat
from its position of gradual as
against accelerated integration.
A tremendous void exists between what school authorities
say they have done in the field
of school integration and what
civil right leaders say the officials have failed to do. So long
as this gap remains unbridged,
so long will the agitation for the
elimination of racial imbalances
continue.
Achievement of equality of
educational and vocational op-

portunity for all children along
with the promotion of e thnic
mixing is the objective of the
leaders of the integration movement.
New York's plan for the amalgamation of 30 pairs of schools
into "units" beginning in September, 1965, was objected to as
being "too little, too slowly." It
wasn't broad enough, and it
wasn't deep enough. Doing something about 60 schools "on the
fringe" and doing nothing about
the real centers of de facto segregation in schools didn't satisfy
the leaders at all.
T hey availed themselves of
the only effective and legitimate
means of registering their discontent. They also proved beyond the shadow of a doubt that
their protest was not the isolated
and irresponsible voice of a radical minority.
It was and is the vo ice of
America's oppressed black people disillusioned, no longer able
to contain their emotion and agony.
The boycott and the rent strike
in New York are fair warning
that the civil rights revolution
has reached out of the South
and is now everywhere chanting the gospel of freedom and
equality.
The forces which are trying to
negate this movement or blunt
the sharp edge of the march for
freedom are courting disaster.
They will be swept aside like
dead rats by the onward thrust
of events.

Notwithstanding
Thaddeus T. Stokes

`The Forgotten Four
Outstanding

accomplishments
should be rewarded in one way
or another. Going beyond the
call of duty is worthy of recognition. There are special compensations for meritorious work.
This can be attested by the recognition indicated by the Newbery Medal, Nobel Prize, Pulitzer Prize, Spingarn Medal, Motion Picture Academy Awards
and many other medals, decorations, prizes and trophies.
Within the framework of giving recognition for outstanding
accomplishments are municipal
police departments. One might
ask: How do you give recognition
to a worthy policeman? First on
the list of rewards which can
be bestowed upon a municipal
policeman is an advancement in
rank. Usually made for "good
policing."
There are several members of
the Memphis Police department
who have earned the reputation
of being excellent policemen.
They have, reportedly, gone beyond their duty in making a
number of "unusual catches."
For some of this fine work, they
have been promoted to detectives, but that was several years
ago. But what recognition have
they received for the meritorious
work they have and are still doing since they were elevated to
detectives?
Here I have reference to Detectives Rufus J. Turner, Tom
Marshall, Wendell L. Robinson
and Ben J. Whitney.
POLICY RACKET
I now refer to them as the
"Forgotten Four" because somebody has forgotten to recognize
these officers for their "fine
catches."
This has caused a large segment of the local citizenry to
wonder why, particularly when
some other members of the same
force started since they, and
their accomplishments in "fine
policing" have not surpassed the
"Forgotten Four," if at all they
equalled theirs. Yet the "Forgotten Four" have not received
promotions.
As patrolmen, the "Forgotten
Four" did quality work. As detectives they have shown continuous interest in investigating
background material while re-

maining very observant. As patrolmen, they made unusual
"catches," one which thwarted
an attempt of "underworld characters" to re-establish a "policy
racket'' in Memphis.
The "Forgotten Four" have
apprehended several members
of the High Order of the
"Pigeon-Dropping" crew—"con"
or confidence men.
These same officers are accredited with ending the "rape
rampage" of the "Greasy Man,"
who terrorized a Southside area
many months by raping or attempting to rape a score of
women by night. The "Forgotten
Four" almost miraculously
caught the "Kid Dugan" murderer. Two of three men presently
awaiting their fate on "Death
Row" in Nashville are the "fine
catches" of these same officers.
POLICE COMMISSIONER
Furthermore "The Forgotten
Four" have carried on their duties without unduly resorting to
wanton shootings, beatings or
harassments of "suspects." They
have also aided the local FBI
bureau in apprehending persons
who were trafficking in illegal
narcotics. They have aided Secret Servicemen in catching persons for U. S. mail thievery.
The "Forgotten Four" are performing some of the same duties
usually reserved for officers of
lieutenant rank. They are wearing the "Gold Badge," reserved
for lieutenants. Yet they are not
lieutenants and they are not receiving lieutenant pay.
The off-duty personal conduct
of the "Forgotten Four" has
been morally high.
Mr. Police Commissioner and
Mr. Chief of Police permit us to
bring to your attention "The Forgotten Four."
To promote the "Forgotten
Four" you would do honor to the
Memphis Police department
while at the same time giving
recognition where recognition is
due.
• • *
POSTSCRIPT: The above
mentioned officers are totally
unaware that I am writing this
article. They are completely unaware that I have watched their
work.
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Freedom Is For Them,Also
There's a fellow, name of Percy Greene, who edits a newspaper in Mississippi, name of THE
JACKSON ADVOCATE.
I have never met Greene, but
I feel as though I know him. In
his newspaper, he usually advocates—or seems to—what the average, unreconstructed wh i te
man in Mississippi would advocate. The interesting thing about
it is that Percy Greene isn't a
white man. He is a Negro.
Percy Greene is not very fond
of the ideas of Martin Luther
King or Roy Wilkins, et al, and
has, in the past been unkindly
referred to as an "Uncle Tom."
I am too charitable to so ciescrib•
him. I would say, simply, that he
is a Negro who is very sympathetic to white people who are
not overly sympathetic to us.
Anyway, I rubbed my eyes as
I read an editorial in Percy
Greene's newspaper the other
day. The editorial is entitled:
"Time For A New Look At Local
Segregation." If I read it correctly, Mr. Greene is advocating
"change." He seems to have been
affected by a situation which is
described on the front page of
his own newspaper: the recent
refusal of some butstanding tel-

evision stars and a high-ranking
U. S. Government official to appear at an auditorium in Jackson because of segregation customs.
Greene thinks that, perhaps,
the city of Jackson ought to take
a searching look at itself. He
continues by admitting that the
word "integration" is the worst
addition to the lexicon of American politics and he makes it
very clear that he is not asking
for that.
However, he continues "we do
contend that men and women of
diverse racial, historic, national,
traditional and cultural backgrounds, can walk together and
side by side on parallel lines, in
peace, harmony and goodwill,
under the guarantee of equality
under the law."
Coming from Mr. Greene, we
think this is something.
Even if he does sound like
Booker Washington, from what
we have heard from him lately,
this is utter radicalism. Colored
folks who love white folks madly, apparently more than they
love themselves, may be coming
to the realization that freedom
is for them, too.

Know
The
Negro
y Al. DUCKETT

The American Way Of Life
"The American way of life,"
goes the phr a se, particularly
among leaders of business, Iifiance, and industry. The phrase
is usually spoken in terms of
safeguards that should he set
up against changes in the American way of life.
Much could be said about the
subject. Much could be written,
heavy books with charts, statistics, and graphs. The side that
fears change would urge that
our best course is to come back
a ways, as near as possible to the
American way of life. The big
problem, depending on who says
it. is where to come back to.
The American way of life took
its most drastic turn when we
discovered the Mesabi Range in
Minnesota, which became the
s t••1 industry. The Founding
Fathers may be forgiven for not
having foreseen that the discovery would eventually turn our
agricultural American way of
life into our industrial and urban

American way of life.
There was a time when you
could run a railroad any way
you wanted to. You could sell
transportation to whom you felt
like selling it, and charge what
you wanted to charge. You could
take the goods of one shipper
and tell another shipper, nothing
doing. That changed. The government had to go into the railroad business to the extent of
acting as a referee over the industry.
Once you could print your own
money. If you had a bank you
were free to do your own printing. In 1860 there were so many
different kinds of money you
had to validate it from state to
state. That part of the American
way of life changed with the
National Bank Act.
Once you could open a store
and sell what you pleased, and
you fixed your own price for the
merchandise, and you make your
own fixtures, and set your own

RIGHT PACE
The Tri-State Bank of Memphis is setting a sound, fundamental, right pace for the "Negro Protest" in the latter part of
the 20th Century. The bank has
announced plans to construct a
building on Main Street in
Memphis and conduct its business therefrom.
The plan and project should
open up a lot of interesting
vistas. It will give Negro businessmen status on a principal
artery of the community's commercial and professional activity.
It will provide another area of
self-respect for Memphis Negroes. It will generate respect on
the part of all classes of white
people in this area of the South
. . and even over the nation. It
will buttress and strengthen the
confidence of people in the ability of men and women of color
to conduct a first-class business
in a first-class fashion . . . in a
first class locale.
It has long been held and proclaimed from this "Corner" that
the Negro's strongest plea for
acceptance into the mainstream
of American life . . . as a firstclass citizen, will be his performance as a self-sustaining, intelligent competitor for the good
things of American life. Many
people question the Negro's
right to desire and even ask for
these good things. But nobody
can deny him the God - given
strength to exercise initiative,
determined effort, and intelligent planning to obtain these
good things. It's been demonstrated down thru the ages that
God helps him who helps himself.
IN MANY PLACES
The Negro's strongest and
most effective demand for firstclass citizenship in the United
States . . . or anywhere else in
the world . . will be his demonstrated ability to measure up to
demands of a dynamic, competitive, and at the same time, cooperative society. In short, the
Negro, in the language of the
street, will have to "get with it,"
in knowledge, initiative, selfsupport. and determination to
"make a way out of no way," if
he is to gain the real respect of

his neighbors.
Now, this is not to say there
is no place for demonstrations,
sit-ins, kneel-ins, and the other
techniques now being so dramatically applied by Negroes in
many places. These may be classified as the "dynamics" of the
Negro's surging effort to be accepted as a man, a human beim,*
and as a citizen. They serve tow
dramatize (play up) his desires.
They have their place in the
so-called "Negro Revolution" of
today.
But the "water hits the
wheel" where the Negro recognizes his own responsibilities to
strengthen himself by his own
efforts. The officers and stockholdeis of the Tri-State Bank of
Memphis are doing just that.
Like Negro businessmen and professional leaders all over, they
are pointing the real way Negroes must eventually ... and
right now . . . take to establish
their right to the respect and acceptance of their fellow citizens
. wherever found.
'LEAPS FORWARD'
More Negro businesses anft,
professional offices should worlf.)
to qualify for a place on the
"Main Streets" of America. That
is what has been done by Americans of Jewish descent . .. by
Chinese Americans, Japanese
Americans, Mexican Americans
. in fact, by all American minorities who are "accepted."
Incidentally, it might be well
to point out right here . . . that
America is a nation of "minorities." The late President John F.
Kennedy was a member of a minority . . Catholics. But his career symbolized the determination of Catholics in the United
States . . . even Irish Catholics,
once the butts of the nation's
common labor supply . . . to be
accepted as first class citizens.
They made the grade . . . by
boot-strap effort and competitive
determination.
The move of the Tri - Stat.)
Bank to Main Street is ... in UM
,
estimation of the "Shadows"...
one of the most significant
"leaps forward" in the South's
and nation's "Negro Revolution."
Now, whatchubet!
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An LBJ Contradiction
WASHINGTON—Some of the
men close to President Lyndon
Johnson are in the unfortunate
and seemingly contradictory position of having too many good
friends among the Washington
press corps.
They are constantly be ing
a sked embarrassing questions
about some of Johnson's past activities and are in the unfortunate position of knowing the
questioners so well that a terse
"no comment" or ste rn look
doesn't work.
It is inevitable that a political
and legislative leader who has
been around Washington in a position of power as long as Johnwages and hours for your clerks
to work by.
That all changed. The government had to approve your electric wiring-before you could open
up, and you had to buy a license,
and the government counted
your employees and told you
there was a minimum wage for
them and that you must pay
them overtime after a certain
number of hours.
And the government told you
that in addition to paying your
own taxes, you must also collect
taxes for the government itself.
And now the government is saying that you must also serve
everybody who comes in, including people whose skin is darker
than that of some other customers. and I hear people cry
out in anguish about the American way of life. On to the Mesaelm
bi Rano°
411.0.

son, has established close connections with the press both for
himself and his staff. But the
connections with the Johnson
coterie is even closer than the
usual political-press relationships
In Washington.
For instance, one of Johnson's
top aides is a former newspaperman married to a former
newspaperwoman. They have
assiduously cultivated press
friendships and in the process
have dealt with them on an exceedingly intimate level.
Perhaps to an even greater
degree, Johnson has cultivated
political friendships on Capitol
Hill and throughout the nation
that now tend to hem him in
in his White House position.
The other evening, for emu&
P/e, some of the newer membeilly
of the Washington press corps
were goggle-eyed at the questions that were being fired at a
Johnson aide.
The questions concerned his
relationship with former Senate
Malority Secretary Bobby Baker
and with the 1:uth of reports
that were widespread in Washington last autumn that Atty.
Gen. Robert Kennedy was engineering a "dump Johnson" move
from the vice presidency in the
1964 Democratic campaign.
The aide put on a convincing
performance of either denying
or kidding away the innuendos
behind the questions, but it has
been a long time since a man
that close to a President
questioned so sharply about
.
sty
potentially embarrassing mat-
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West Side Civic
Club Installs
1964 Officers
Rev. Lawrence !
/1 Haygoode
pastor of the Parkway Gardens
Presbyterian Church was guest
speaker when members of thea.„
West Side Civic club were irea:aa
stalled last Sunday.
The speaker was introduc
by Frank Kilpatrick, president..
of the Bluff City and Shelby'
County Council of Civic clubs,
Officers of West Side Civie2
club were installed by Charlie('
Walton, president of the El_
mond Barksdale Civic club.
Other participants on t}tal
l
program were Rev. Jaktiso....
Wheeler, who led out in dea;
votions and gave words
thanks to guests; Mrs. Lu
Mae Hurt, who gave the gree
logs; Mrs. Ruth Price, who ga
a short talk; and Miss Cot
Lee Rollins, who con tribut
a reading.
Remarks were given at the
close of the service by the
president, James Ballard.
Mrs. C. L. Moss, president
of the Wisconsin Elementary
PTA, was mistress of ceremonies for the program.

February with its many James Washingtons, Mrs. HerMITCHELL-BARBEE WEDDING PARTY
famous birthdays, celebrations, ma Jean Scott, the E. E. BerkMembers of the wedding party stood for this traditional photograph
honor, Mr. and Mrs. Barbee, the bride and groom; William Vaughn, best
observance, et al . . places leys; the A. B. Stands, Mrs.
emphasis for young and old Susie Hightower, the H. W. following the union of Miss Elizabeth Ann Mitchell and Ronald K. Barbee
man; Sam Marshall, Arthur Holman, Robert Jones, Albert Myers Elvin
Indianapolis,
of
Ind.,
recently. From left are Misses Doris Clariette, Faye
on the ancient custom of val- Bowens, the 0. L. Simpsons,
Seals, Pride!' Green, Charles Marshall and Ivano Dillard. Standing
in
Lee, Ann Kirk, Nadine Cobble, LeDora Massey, Nancy Smith, Dorothy
entines and missives of love Mrs. S. B. Bridgeforth and Co.,
front of the couple are Cynthia McKMney, the flower girl, and Kevin
Jean Wright, Patricia Bowles, and ('halmer LaVera Mitchell, maid of
and endearment with hearts, Mrs. Ruby'Jones and Co, the
Gatewood. ringbearer.—IHooks Bros. photo)
cupids and flowers on St. Val- R. R. Mebanes, The Fred A.
Riverses, the J. R. Arnolds,
entine Day, February 14.
This annual response to Mrs. 011ie Stevens, the Thomas
pulsations of heart, mind, body Hayes, the Leland Atkinses,
and soul is seen socially in the Charles Tarpleys, the E
parties, dances and gatherings Woodses, the Walter Flowof folk of mutual admiration. erses, the Horace Chandlers,
The Social Scene was bright- Mrs. Helen Shelby, 'Melvin
ened with several pre-Valen- Conley and Mrs. Mary Wooten,
Miss Elizabeth Ann Mitch-'mate of the groom at Tennestine and Valentine social high- the S. W. Quallses; the B.
lights, which your scribe has Crawfords; the F.. F. Whites, ell, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. see Mal State university in
Elmore
Mitchell of 783 Laurel Nashville, was best man. Ushbeen iniormed, having been Mrs. M. Hodges, Mrs. M. Ward,
sort of "under the weather" the Taylor Wards, Mrs. P. W. st., became the bride of Ron- ers were Ivan° Dillard, Friedel
Thornton, the Harold Jamisons, ald Key Barbee, son of Mr. Green, Charles Marshall, Robfrom seige of flu.
the H. L. Lockards, Mrs. Leon and Mrs. Edward Williams of ert Jones, Elvin Seals, Albert
MEMPHIANS
Foster, Mrs. Carrie Scott, Mr. Indianapois. Ind.. recently at Myers, Sam Marshall and ArINSTALLATION PARTY
New Era Baptist church, Rev. thur Holman.
Memphians and Mrs. Watley, Mr. and Mrs.
Those genial
McPherson, Mrs. Norma Frank Briscoe officiated.
MOTHERS' ATTIRE
were hosts at a fun-filled party G. T.
Mich., and
The ceremony was performLittle Miss Cynthia Mcwhich also had its serious Brown of Detroit,
Watson.
Mrs.
ed before an altar of cande- Kinley was the flower girl,
moments, with the installalabra with white tapers en- and Kevin Gatewood was ring
tion of their officers for '64 SEQUINS CLUB
The second annual University'
by Atty. Russell Sugarmon, Another Valentine-weekend twined with smilax. Several bearer.
of Christian Life is being condinner-bridge
the
was
party
large
baskets of gladioli comFor her daughter's wedding,
Jr., Friday a fortnight ago.
ducted at Centenary Methodist
Mrs. Mitchell wore a powder
The current slate includes party of pert HELEN PRATER, pleted the decorations.
church, 878 Mississippi Blvd,
Given in marriage by her blue brocade taffeta dress
the following well-knowns: complimenting members of
The series of courses, held durJohn R. Arnold, re-elected The SEQUINS CLUB last Sat- father, the bride wore a white with complimenting accesing Lent, have been designed,
Prater
at
evening,
the
urday
wedding
sories.
gown
of
peau
Mrs. Williams chose a
de sole
president: Lawton Jackson, the
to stimulate understanding
and Alencon lace. A seed dress of rose embroidered me"veep;" George Isable, record- Manse on Quinn Ave.
Christian life.
long
together
by
Banded
pearl
and
lace
plastron
tallic
with
accentgold accessories.
ing secretary; H. L. Sims, CorThe six different classes are
bewhich
friendship
years
of
ed
the
bodice
which
had
Immediately
a
Taylor
batsecretary;
responding
following the
conducted at the church each
Ward, financial secretary; gan for the most part in col- teau neckline and delicate ceremony, Mr. and
Mrs.
Sunday evening from 6 to 7:15
John Davis, Sr., treasurer; lege, and also by their love of sleeves. The bell-shaped skirt Mitchell entertained the bride
o'clock.
Charles Fletcher, parliamen- bridge and group conviviality, flowed from a tailored back and groom and a host of wellClasses and discussions are
tarian; William Fitzgerald. the gatherings of the clan are how with a full-swept train. wishers in an elaborate reheld on: (1) Our Mission Today;
ception at the Lelia Walker
sergeant-at-a r m s; Hannibal fun, and especially as when the MAID OF HONOR
(2) Beliefs That Count; (3) The
invites in many other
Miss Chalmers LaVera clubhouse.
Parks, chaplain; and William hostess
Christian Family and Its Monguests.
Mitchell, sister of the bride,
Weathers, club manager.
ey; (4) Moral Man and Moral
Helen was a striking figure
The event also honored new in her black hostess pants and was the maid of honor. She
Society; (5) Our Methodist •
members to MEMPHIANS, floral shirt of red and white, wore a white A-line dress of
Heritage and (6) A Bible Study
INC., including Dr. E. A. and her teen age daughter, peau de sole empire waist acon the Book of Romans.
Witherspoon: Charles Tarpley, Peggy, as pretty as any valen- cented with a bow. The acClasses are open to the pub:.
'
Dr. Frederick A. Rivers; W. F. tine in red pants and a white cessories complimented t h e
lic. Mrs. Lucille Scott, Corp-,
Nabors, Thomas H. Hayes, Jr. sweater top .. vahile husband dress. She carried a bouquet
mission on Education, is dean
and Whittier H. Sengstacke, Edwin, did the honors at the of red long-stemmed roses.
of the school; and Miss Addili
Bridesmaids were Misses
Golden is registrar.
Sr.
family bar.
IDoris
Geniene
Clariette, NanSpecial guests at the party Special guests at the party
In
a
simple,
but
moving
cy
Smith.
Ann
Elizabeth Kirk
Included Mrs. Jewel G. Hulburt were Bertha Ray, Elms Marceremony, a bronze bust of the
of The Memphis World; and dis, Helen Batts, Arnida Mart- Nadine DeMonta Cobble, Le- late Dr. J. E.
Walker, founder
Dora
Massey,
Dorothy Jean
Mrs. Emmitt Hozay. who came in Johnson. Vernita Watson,
of the Universal Life Insurance
with Mr. Weathers, filling Mrs. Dorris Bodden. Katherine Wright, Faye Delores Lee and
Company, was unveiled in the
Weathers place, who was out Thornton, Mary Roberts and Patricia Bowels.
SOMERVILLE, TENN. - The
They, wore identical dresses lobby of the Company's Home
of town.
Pullian Chapel Baptist church
Mae D. Fitzgerald, who joined
Office
February
7th,
immediof
emerald
green
peau
with
de soie
Other Memphians, who
members Almazine Davis,
has made plans for a "Mortately following the Annual
their wives and dates, enjoy- Juanita Brester Crenshaw, Ru- with complimenting accessorgage Burning" service, SunStockholders meeting. The
ed the inimitable hospitality of hye H. Gadison, Mildred Wil- ies.
day, Feb- 23. This will culmilla
b
Posing before the altar in the Mississippi
William Vaughn, a class- bust was reveale
the club were Lonnie Walker, liams, Rose Nell Iles. Gloria E.
was Elder Charles E. Dudley, former pastor nate 13 years of hard work for"P
Ida W. Lockard, following a
blvd. Seienth Day Adventist church imUral Adams. Oscar Crawford, Howard, Margaret McWilliams,
of the church now president of the South the pastor and congregation.
Claiborne Davis, Sr., Walter Ruth H. Mims, Grace Grandon, Sr., have been ill recently; and prayer by the Rev. S. A. Owmediately after repeating wedding lows
Central Conference of Seventh Day Ad- The final installment was paid
Flowers, E. L. Hawkins, Louis Ida Lockard, and Thelma Har- we are more than glad to know en; and remarks by Univeron Sunday, Jan. 26, are Mr. and Mrs.
ventists with headquarters at Nashville, last November.
B. Hobson, Thomas Willis. R. ris,
that Mrs. Speight hopes to be .sals's First ,Vice PresidentHenry F. Dixon of Niles. Mich. Mrs. Dixon
The service. is scheduled to
Tenn. Mrs. Dixon is a graduate of Booker
L. Wynn, Dr. E. F. White, Lovely prizes of cocktail back in the choir at Emmanuel Secretary B. G. Olive, Jr. Unis the former Miss Rma Branch. daughT. Washington High school. — (Withers start at 2 p. m.
George Stevens, Claiborn Tay- glasses umbrellas, ash trays Episcopal Church next Sunday, veiling words were given by
Rev. S. Townsend has bees
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Archie F. Branch of
Photo)
lor. S. H. Johnson, Malcolm and crockery sets were won by with Dr. Speight in his family the Rev. Blair T. Hunt, Dr.
engaged to deliver the featured,
3147 Hilda rd. Officiating at the ceremony
Walker's pastor for many
Lofton. J. C. McGraw, Roscoe Helen Batts, Bertha Ray, Mary pew.
address
at the program, whichaa
McWilliams, Floyd Newman, Roberts, Juanita Crenshaw, Speaking of the Emmanuel years.
is open to the public. Rev. W.
The heroic size bronze wa John L. Outlaw, Clarence Pope, Thelma Harris a n d Mildred Church, the parishioners were
E.
Scott
is the church's pastor.
tion, try the Dark Eyes with
Sherman Robinson and A. G. Williams.
delighted to have Dr. Tollie sculptored by Isaac S. Hathathe true fruit flavor already
Sims.
AFOY OFAY CLUB PARTY Council of the Board of Home way. noted Negro Artist of
COTILLIAN'S VALENTINE
squeezed in—Dark Eyes Fruit Know Your Negro History
Saturday evening found Missions of the National Coun- Montgomery, Ala. It sets on
Love is a many splendored another smart party in sway cil of Churches in New York a marble base in Universal
An example of the great inFlavored Vodka.
thing . . so a lovely song re- in the same general vicinity, City as speaker at the 11 Life's Linden Street Lobb?
When you see Tri-State De- flux into Chicago during 1917
putebw
l
'
minded us. . .and many splen- w hen LEOLA GILLIAM was o'clock service, last Sunday. .Th ‘
invited to stop
and 1918 is found in the fact
fender ads asking you, "Who that
dored plants went into the hostess to the Afoy-Ofay Club
e bust.
Tennessee State University's in t
the Chicago Urban
Put True Orange Flavor in League in
labor of love whiah marked —another group of avid bridge well-known and well-loved in- • Prior to the unveiling cere- "No matter how you want
one day, found 664
It's
clear
the smart cocktail party given enthusiasts who are closely structor, Mrs. Geraldine Ben- mony, President A. M. Walk- your vodka—the EYES have
you'll
know
it's
applicants
for houses with only
smooth
that really goes, Vodka?"'
by the COTILLIAN CLUB last knit friends. This dinner party nett Fort, will be the Woman's er', son of the late Dr. Walk- it."
Dark Eyes, That's Who!"
55 dwellings actually available.
great v
your favorite mix- Friday night at Top Hat tald was held at the lovely South Day Speaker at Metropolitan er, revealed in the stockThat's what Dark Eyes Vod- Cr. tan.
Tails Club.
Parkway home of the Gilliams. Baptist Church. this Sunday holder's meeting that 1963 was
Providing conversation-piece wit h its beautiful family room at 315 p.m. Charming and vi- the company's best year dur- ka and your favorite package
-But for a
'
decorations which began with t hat is just so right for any vacious, Mrs. Fort has legion ing its 40 years of operation. store will be letting you know.
when
they
display
comthe
a beguilling huge read at the
friends here, and is an out- Assets at the close of the year
entrance door to the club . . • Looking as festive as the standing and illustrious mem- amounted to $25,088,602 and plete line of popular Dark
and continuing with eye-catch- handsome appointments at the her of the Nashville graduate insurance in force totaled Eyes Vodkas for you to choose
from.
ing mobiles of herds and Gilliam home were members chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha $151,545,533.
cupids, with the club's name Alma Booth, Mildred Jordan,.Sorority, and a light of guidAnd you'll find that Dark
Cars Or
beglittered in red on one en- Ruth Beauchamp. Sallye Bar- : ance and affection for the unEyes does have it . . . no mattire wall, a handsome refresh- tholomew. Lillian Campbell, dergraduates at A 1 p h a Psi '''
ter how you want your vodCars
Used
ment table which featured a Marian Gibson, Rosa Robinson,1Chapter at Tennessee State. The Capleville
Step into a fresh new season of
High School ka:
centerpiece of red carnations Walterine Outlaw, and Harriet ;University. The public is in- Band Boosters
—Clear
or
fruit
flavored.
exciting shoes—Karl's shoes!
Organization
festive
board
to
of Davis, and the prize winners, I vited to heart this dynamic plans to
to adorn
FINANCINC.; To SUIT
—100 proof or 80 proof or
present a Band and
turkey, ham, cavier and other Ethel Tarpley, Juanita Brink- speaker.
. .. with our new arrival
Basketball Jamboree in the 70 proof.
YOUR PURSE
buffet delicacies . . afgleaming iev and Augusta Cash.
Vivacious ANN H. WEATH- school Gymnasium,
of the prettiest patent pump
Saturday,
—Half pints or pints or
silver and crystal against pris- They were happy to have so ERS went to Gary, Ind. to at- Feb. 22.
fifths or quarts.
tine embroidered linen . .. and many of their other close tend the Inter-Collegiate Coune'ver, in lovely coors.
Bands participating will be Fine vodka in just about
a bar stocked with the correct frien ds at hand for the gala cil of Alumni Groups which Capleville
High, E. A. Har- any form you could want is
vintages and labels . - • scads ! gathering. including Sue Ish. met at Hotel Gary. Other
rold of Millington. Porter Jun- yours in Dark Eyes. But
of friends of the Cotillians en- Bettye Bland, Helen Hayes, Ida Memphians attending
the ior High, and G. W. Griffin
of that's only one reason why
joyed a fun-filled Valentine Olive, Louise Ward, Frances meeting
g were Lonnie F. Bris- Lake Providence, La.
his brand is such a great fa- WORLD'S LARGEST FORD
.
party.
Hayes. Althea Price, Lessye coe, president of the National The
Color Combinations:
band
competition
will
vorite in Memphis.
We hear that miladies were sugarmon, Catherine Johnson, Alumni group of LeMoyne,
DEALERS
begin
promptly
I. Bone and Nude Palent
at
7
p.m..
Mrs.
most
The
important reason
never lovelier . . . many in Grace Young, Ruby Jackson, Robert M.
Ratcliffe, executive Shirley
THIRD & GAYOSO
All is chairman. s that special touch of drysmart reds and pinks, lovely Myrtle White. Addie Jones, secretary
Z. Rdiall Red, White and
and public relations Charles Keel is
Capleville's ness which gives Dark Eyes
brocades and chiffons. haute Othella Shannon, Gladys M. head
JA 6-8871
Newport Blue Patent
of LeMoyne College, band director.
that tantalizing, light-as-acouture dresses of myriad hues Greene. Addie 0 w e n s. Or- and Theodore
3. Nude Patent and
McLemore,
Lewhich made the party so fes- ,T)helia Byas, and Vera Howell,
match;no Frosied Cali
Moyne trustee
and
Miss
live.
:the latter two keeping scores UNCF, Miss Cross.
Yetie.,w Pa4eof fir.74
Receiving plaudits for the for Leola, Margaret Rivers,,
Mrs. Weathers is president of
lovely affair were members .Esther Brown, Elizabeth Si- , the
Memphis Group of LeIda Adams, Lareenia Cain, moos, Johnetta Kelso Hozay i Moyne.
She reports.seeing
Maggie Coleman. Celeste Ham- .. , with guest prizes here won I many
former Memphians and
ler, Ruby Jaala-on, Beatrice hr Louise Ward. Ruby Jacksor.
lLeMoyne Alumni, including
Johnson, Mary Roberts, Cora and Johnetta Hozay.
Willie Luster, James Taylor
B. Smith. Ethel Watkins. Lula CHIT CHAT
and Sophie Monroe, of CleveWilson. Louise Shivers and
Returning last Sunday night land and Chicago.
Tiny Chambliss. Floy John- from Houston, Texas, where
HALL, son of
on had to miss her party due , they attended a meeting of the
the ; Mrs. Ann Hall Weathers and
to illness.
Texas and California Managers,William Hall of
Detroit (and
Guests included the J. D . of Universal Life Insurance i
stepson of William Weathers)
Browns, the Albert Harrisea Company were H. A. Gilliam:, senior at Eloise,
Mich., cornSizes 4 thru I 1
the George B Clarke's Jr : Sr., Thomas Willis, John Avery pleting
his
thesis,
"Analyzing
Mrs. James Herndon, M r s. Olive, Gerald Howell and H.
AAAA thru
You will be protected against the following
Schizothrenogenic Origin and
Emmitt Simons, the William A, Caldwell.
Treatment Theories," in prephazards
on
your
house.
Branches, the T. N. North- Herman (Art) Gilliam, a
aration and completion of his
crosses, the James Johnson,;graduate student at the Unirequirements for graduations
Furniture & Personal belongings, Fire and
the Thurman Northcrosses, the a ersiy of Michigan, will arrive this
fl
year from the Michigan
Caffrey Bartholomews, t h e home on Feb. 21, to spend his college,
Extended
Coverage, Theft, Personal Liability
with
a
major in psyLeonard Mitchells, Mrs. Jimmy Spring Break with his parents, chology.
& many other coverages.
Mitchell, the John Westleys. Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Gilliam,
Among the Memphians atJr., the Floyd Newmans, Sr., ;Sr.
tending the National Associathe Joseph Dobbses. Mrs. Edna
George Washington's birth- lion of Secondary Principals
Swingler, the A. L. Plaxicos, day will be celebrated in grand and
Administrators in Chicago
Mrs. Ann Stribling, Mrs. Utoka Early American Style by the recently were,
Joseph WestQuatles, Mrs. Mamie Bridge- Tots of the Memphis Chapter brook,
FAMOUS NAME BRANDS — DISCOUNT PrZES
secondary educations
R•ol Estat• & Gen•rol Insuranc•
forth: Mrs. Corrinne Whittak- of Jack and Jim of America supervisor,
Melvin Conley and
108 SOUTH MAIN ST.
er, Mrs. Marie Smith, Mrs. this week-end.
2916 Pork Av•nu•
FA 7-8416
Jesse Springer, principals of
Murray Alexander, Mrs. Flo- We regret to learn that both Douglass
PHONE JA 6-2822
High School and B.
IN•inphis, T•nn. 38114
rence Williams and Co., the Dr. and Mrs. W. 0. Speight, T
Washington High School

Elizabeth Ann Mitchell
Wed At New Era Baptist
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1964

Capleville school

From Us

HULL
DOBBS
NEW FORD

HOME OWNER

We can give you a money
$aving Package_ Policy
If your home is valued
at
$12,000 or more

Mail Orders and Lay-Aways

Kyle Tapp & Company, Inc.
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Tribute Paid To
New Supervisor
By Corry School
A special tribute was paid
to Mrs. Mettle R. Crosley, a
former teacher at Corry Road
school, last week, when she
resigned her job to become a
secondary education superviser
at the Memphis Board of Education.
She is the second Negro to
be hired for that position in
recent years. The first was Josept Westbrook, former coach
and assistant principal at
Washington high school.
Appearing on the program.
which was given in honor of
Mrs. Crosley. were Mrs. Allegra Turner, Mrs E Simmons,
Miss Barbara Dor tch. Miss
Barbara Tabor, Mrs. Fredrick&
Hodges, Mrs. Geraldine Little,
Rev. S A Owen, Miss Laverne
Robinson, Mrs. B. McClanahan,
Miss Hattie Faulkner. Miss
Carolyn Leonard, and the
school's principal, Joseph P.
Atkins,
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Memohians Club
Install Officers
CLUB '46 PLANS

versity
g conthodist
Blvd.
Id dursigneding oe

Members of the 1946 graduating class of Booker T. Washington High school have remained together as "Club
'46" and are now planning a "Calendar Fashion Tea"
to, be given in March. Proceeds from the affair will go
to the group's scholarship fund, and a grant given to a
TW graduate next June. Seen here are club members
id guests at one of their recent parties. In foreground.
from left, are Mrs. Daisy Wilson, Mrs. William Ward, Mr.
Ward, and the host, Alonzo Wilson. On next row. same

ili

ns are
Today;
(3) The
s MonMoral .
thodist
Study
s.

One of Memphis' most prominent men's clubs, The Memphisn, Inc. held its installation
Program recently at the clubhouse.
MARCH AFFAIR
Atty. Russell B. Sugarman
spoke and installed he followorder, are Mrs. Robbie Williams, Kermit Wright, Mrs. Eva
ing
officers: John R. Arnold.
Tillman, Mrs. Ophelia Little, Mr3. Cloteal Thomas, Mrs.
president: Lawton Jackson,
M. Martin and Mrs. D. Williams. Seated in rear from
vice-president; George Isabel,
left ate Fienold Aldridge, Sr., Mrs. Thelbert Martin, Mr.
secretary; Taylor Ward, finanMartin, Mrs. Cora Gleese, club president; Mrs. Fienold
cial secretary; Howard E. Sims,
Aldridge, Mrs. Betty Godwin, Mrs. P. Bledsoe and Mr.
corresponding secretary; John
C. Davis, treasurer; Charles
and Mrs. J. Arnold. Standing in tear, same order, are
Fletcher, chaplain; William
Mrs, Amanda Palmer, P. Bledsoe, Mrs. N. Wooten and
Fitzgerald. sergeant-at-arms;
Mr. Wooten.
Sherman W. Robinson, public
1, relations; and Joseph Wilkerson, parliamentarian.
Special guest for the Program
was the wives of the Memphi•
ans, After the priigrum a repast
was served buffet style

uled to
as been
eatured,
,
Rev. W.
pastor.
lStOry
reat inng 1917
the fact
Urban
und 664
ith only
ailable.

seated; MINS Sandra Henderson; standing,
left-right; Miss EMIle McSwaln and Miss
Elisabeth Nunn..qhe ceremony was held
at St. John Baptist church.—(Photo by
Billy Duncan ,

!Knox Nelson To 2 Memphis Women
Give Recital At Attend Conference
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Induction rituals were recently conducted
for the above Henderson Business College
senlois b.v the Theta Zeta Alumni chapter
of Phi Rho Zeta International Business
sorority. Initiated into the Beta Delta
undergraduate chanter of the sorority were:

In Baltimore, Md.

The 100th annual Men's pity
Two Memphis women are at Avery Chapel AME church,
among delegates attending the 882 E. Trigg Ave., will be celThe Stewardess Board No. 3 annual meeting of the Central ebrated Sunday. Feb. 23 at 4
of Collins Chapel CME church Jurisdiction of the Women's p.m. The featured address will
be delivered by Rev. W. Herbwill present Knox Nelson in Society of Christian Service of
the Methodist church, meeting ert Brewster, pastor of East
recital on Sunday, Feb, 23, at
in Baltimore, Md., Feb. 19-23. Trigg Avenue Baptist church.
7:30 p.m., and the public is inGeorge Johnson and A. Rooks. pianist will be Miss(arol
To be presented In concert are members of the Mass choir
Co-chairmen of the celebraFrom Memphis are Mrs. Jervited.
Ann Johnson. Guest pianist will be Mrs. Marjorie Beesley.
idle Belmont Baptist Church of Arlington, Tenn. The
ry Longstreet, vice president tion are Prentis Goodman and
Director of the choir is Miss Sylvia Herring. The general
Woncert is set at the church for Sunday, Feb. 23 at 8
Among the se'of the Memphis District of the James Eckles,
lections to be
director is Mrs. Bessie McKengie of Memphis. Mrs. MarWSCS; and Mrs. Beulah Lewis, The public is invited. Rev.
pm. Soloists will Include Mrs. Mary Alice Collier, Mrs.
included on the
garet Johnson is the president of the choir.
president of the Tennessee Peter G. Crawford is the
Esther Shaw, Mrs. Mildred Wilder, Bobbie Crawford.
program
a re
Conference.
church's pastor.
"You'll Never
Alone,"
In Memphis last week from Walk
"My Living
Craneshaw. Miss., to enlist in Shall Not Be In
the U.S. Army was XL Reed, Vain„ and "Oh
son of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Reed. Lord, Iv Ir I?"
Shelby County Deputy Sher- A former printing plant em- and others.
PINE BLUFF, Ark. — (UP!) iffs have planned their first ploye, he is now taking basic The church is
ROCHESTER, N. Y.--(UPI)
Knox Nelson
— Night club comedian Dick
training at Fort Polk, La. A located at 676
— Comedian Dick Gregory and
annual ball, set for Friday,
St.
Gregory and the white inte18 other persons have filed a
Como High school graduate, he Washington
grationist husband of a Negro Feb. 21 at the East hall of City wants to became a data pro- Mrs. Elizabeth Russell is the
complaint with the M onr o e
woman were arrested for fail. Auditorium, starting at 10 p.m. ceasing technician after attend- president of the Board, Mrs.
County sheriff's office that
ing to leave a cafe where they Deputy George A. Whitney is Mg a technical school later this Mary Duncan, secretary, and
they were refused service at
Pere refused service,
a cocktail lounge at the Rochairman of the formal dance., year.
Rev. William Smith, pastor,
chester-Monroe County airport
Gregory and William Hansen,
because of race.
a white man who is a leader
Gregory had made an apin the inegrationist Pine Bluff
pearance at the University of
movement, were placed on
Rochester and had missed his
$300 bond. Authorities said
regularly scheduled flight. He
Gregory had enough cash on
w itwaiting a chartered plane
,iim to make the bond but re,
I
Buffalo.
;used to put it up.
18 other persons, a parA waitress said she told the
ty oI friends organized by Cont wo men she could not serve
stan e Mitchell, Rochester's
'hem and when a third man, a
Thir
Ward supervisor, and
Negro, started to conic in, she
Grentiry, were told they could
locked the door of the cafe with
wait,in the lounge. When they
Hansen and Gregory inside,
entetd, a man who identified or nine seated customers and The waitress accused Grewas
closing.
said
him If as the manager
told them the bar
gory of cursing her and she
Mitchell alleged discrimina- called the sheriff. She said the
the bar was closed,
NotnaA C pA,
•Ang,
Impala Not, CDC N•e, ".•
Pho
filed
complaint.
tion in the
Jelin C. Mitchell,
two men threatened to fill the
EqUipp.ti
heAl or.
?tree. V-a. automatic drive.
RIAL SHARP.
the formal complaint, said the Restaurant manager Fran- cafe with demonstrators.
group,
"we
can
cis
man/ told the
MeGurgan
denied
the Gregory said in his speech
Brnokwnod
Sport
Super
(Rorkrt
use lair own discreCon whether charge, saying it was the res- that apathetic Negroes do the
5.5, Fulty
noutt•ii. V.S. luny equipwp Pose or stay open." The,taurant's "standard prbeedure' civil rights cause more berm
Ord.
mani allegedly went to the eight to close at about midnight. than the Ku Klux Klan,
Del Air 4-dnor
Si.I Air I r..•Angia
—
easv•r stAfrIng. ARTA A,

41 ,0

2nd CAR
SPECIALS

'56 Choc
'55 Chev.
'58 Olds
'56 Plym.
Four-door
'57 Chev.
Ford Our
'59 Chew,
Blues yo
'57 Ford

'59 Cher. $1295 '61 Choy. $1795

'58 Chev. $895 '82 Imp. $1985
$595
,uip
Soprn.rmri
$495 '63 Cher. $2495
COMPACTS
$595
'62 Chv, II $1795
S395
Nov. 5pm
Radio and h•atcr,
SPORT
COUPES
'63 Chr. II $1995
St rA ,h I

Cr.

.t Irk.

'64 Corv't $4995
5395

TRUCKS

Sting Rav. FACTORY AIR
CONDITiONED. Full pow-

'63 Imp. $2495
Sport Coupe
N•., we/
tire..
tr,e. 260 engine.
Straight stick.

'62 Ford $1295 '83 Imp. $2695
Pull Custom Cab
Sport .'nupe
Nes.
tire.
sac-rosy
'62 Cher. $1395 tire..
AIR CORD and fall power

4-efonr. Aiitamatle
radio and heater.
ROOM FRESH.)

'61 11-W $1295
Delior• mod•I
THOSE RIND.

ONE

f)S.

'62 Corr. $1595
)frlax. 4-91..11 Radio and
heai•r. SHARD.

AIR-CONDITION
SEDANS
'62 Cher. $1995
Impala Sport Coupe. New
ww firm V-1, automat,.
'63 Chev. $2295
(SHOWROOM FRESH)
SHARP.

STATION
WAGONS
PQ TESTING AT LSU
Last week was Preparedness Quotient Week at Tang.—..
State university in Nashville and students made a concerted effort to find out their needs and responsibilillea
In everyday living and to do something constructive in
fulfilling them. Guest speaker for the week, sponsored by
the Home Economics department, was Dr. Zelma George
ef Cleveland, 0. Shown here with Dr. George, fourth from
left, after her closing lecture on "Self-Respect, Self-fulfilment and Emotional Maturity," from left. are Mrs.
Geraldine R. Forth, Home Fleonomilea faculty and cochairman of week; Miss Dorothy Fuqua, Junior. Clarksville; Miss Eller Reese, freehmln. and Polk Puryettr, sophomore, both of Memphis, and Miss Joyce Tibbs, Nashville,
• Junior and president of the University's home economies
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4
door.
AIR
eOND
Autotaatie dri,r.

Liss new.

'62 Cher. $1695

'83 Cher, $2495
•rTATR''''011,1",:;,dritgrZ7,7New ow tires
'62 Choy. $1995

on. S rat niter. straight
shift Mow wyr siren)

'61 Ford $1695
Fararirv
Country Souks
sir rood. I-cylinder. with
power

'63 Cher. $2495
Plym. $885
.
passenser, FACTORY
AIR COND. Fully equip-

We wIll arrange siP
frapnf. 4 dour FACTORS
D and full
Stharr
for complete
'61 Ford $1295
4 dour AIR Com) and
financing.
power nut, NICE
89 Ford $895
'i')\

No Cash Down

door

AIR

corm. in

nOn

Auln ,

matt, drive

Phone FA 3-5594

bright approach
to Spring . . .
tri-tone stripes
T.98
A-line dress in tri-tons panels of Color from neck to hem,
tront and bac . , . crease-resistant Bonarella rayon with
the look of linen
. moving skirt with the new wide
swing of Spring ... inverted pleett front and beck
.
choose royal-cornflower•lit3ht blue
clerk brown•cocorinatural
, green-light green-beige ... sites 12 to 20.
SUZIORT 3110P, third floor
MAIL ORDICR: Add Or poAloge pit.., 4% for Tsmiassee
dettesey ... allow 10 days /or delIvery.
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ALUMINUM BASED
HOME PROTECTOR SIDING
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THE PATENTED PLASTIC-COATED, WOOD-GRAIN FINISH
BONDED TO REYNOLDS LIFETIME ALUMINUM
SIDING THAT GIVES INCOMPARABLE PROTECTION

fort

KEEP HEAT IN

Inc

IN WINTER

othe
in
T.

la.............1.,..00•1.40....•••••••••••••••••••••••••ft.•••••••••,..

KEEP HEAT OUT
IN SUMMER

'
`"—r--"T"1-1-7"""T

Pi

COATING
....•••••1

40

SOLMICA

2
1

PLASTICLAD
ALUMINUM SIDING
SOLMICA TOOK REYNOLD'S LIFETIME ALUMINUM
AND ADDED A PERMANENTLY BONDED-ON
PLASTIC FINISH THAT'S 5 TIMES THICKER THAN
ORDINARY SIDING FINISHES TO GIVE YOU PLISTICLAD,
THE PATENTED HOME PROTECTOR. SAY GOODBYE TO
PAINTERS, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR MEN FOR AT
LEAST 20 YEARS. CHOOSE FROM 8 DECORATOR COLORS
IN WOOD•GRAIRED DESIGNS.

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER!
This Smart New
Personal Portable TV

FREE

. . . of extra cost when you decide to have PlastiClad protect your home. It's a special introductory
offer .
so hurry! Take advantage of this offer!
Mail the coupon or call right away!
This special offer good only on new business from
this date on ... for limited time only!
INTEGRITY

LAMAR AVE
MEMPHIS, TENN.

2

20-YEAR GUARANTEE
Solmica PlastiClcrd is so incomparable in its protective qualities that it's
guaranteed in writing against defects of manufacturing or basic material, and against chipping, cracking, peeling, rusting, warping or rotting
due to normal weather elements and air; Labor and material replaced
on 20-year pro-rata basis.

CALL

452-7318

TODAY

FOR FREE ESTIMATE

.Notatsry

2357 LAMAR AVE:\ t I:
MEMPHIS, TEN N.

I am interested in Solmica Plasticlad
resentative call me without obligation.
4

1

1

MAIL THIS COUPON NOW
SOLMICA, INC.
DI

FACTORY
DISPLAY
ROOM
2357

•

I
2

'WON'T PEEL •WON'T CHIP
•WON'T RUST •WON'T WARP
•WON'T ROT

fl

Out•of•town customer,
within 200 miles may
call collect, if interested:
nnnnnnnnnn mime

own my home
I am buying my home

Aluminum Siding. Please

have rep-

Name
Address
Zone _State
Phone
City
PD Sill
morisommialsommossusommisimmismnosomainsuagozooriwr
•
.

1
,
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Syracuse University
Rejects Plea To Nix
Segregated Colleges

SPORTS
HORIZON
By BILL LITTLE11111111111111111111.1i

LESTER NABS TITLE
enough got off to a terrible
SYRACUSE, N. Y. — (UPI) tion of, racial differences. It
As expected, Lester has start. The Warriors lost three
— The Syracuse University severs communications and rewrapped up its second con- of their first four games. The
may not
Athletic Board rejected a re• lationships which
secutive Memphis Prep League lone win was a three-point
easily be reinatated and fosquest by a campus civil rights ters enmities which may never
Championship Last week, the squeaker. When Manassas
Lions overpowered Booker T. downed the Warriors for the
group the University
be assuaged."
Washington, 75-67, and then first time in the Tigers' hisathletic ties with segregated
"The requested change
watched the Warriors later in tory, everyone had just about
schools.
would adversely affect the curthe week cinch it for them written Washington 9ff for its
"We have scheduled segre- rent trend toward integration
when Washington edged Mel- worst season ever.
gated teams in the past and which is moving so rapidly
rose, 61-80, on a pressure freemay do so An the future, con- that in a few years there will
Then the Warriors caught
Ahrow by Freddie Brooks.
fident that fielding a team be
no segregated college
fire in the LeMoyne Holiday
IIP Lester finished the season Tourney to finish third. The
dedicated to the best ideals of teams," the board said. "These
with a 12-2 record—the same Warriors won two and dropsportsmanship is a good ex- groups have assumed that boyample for others to follow," cotting segregated teams would
as last year. It's ironic that ped a decision to Father Berthe Lions' only losses last sea- trand in a record six overthe board said in a statement. be more effective than play"Boycotting is essentially an ing them. The evidence of reson were also to Melrose and times with part of the team
unfriendly act and tend to cent experience indicates the
Washington. Melrose and playing the same night in
raise
barriers to the elimina- converse In true."
Washington tied for second Greenville, Miss.
place, both posting 10 wins
The upset of Lester is what
LeMOYNE WINS LAST HOME GAME
and four losses.
probably gave Washington its
locals Is Capt. Robert Hanibric, 20 as Monroe Currin, 22,
The Magicians of LeMoyne College halted Allen from
PROFITABLE AT GATES
biggest lift. It was obvious,
LeMo”te's floor ace, gets set to grab the rebound if
Because of the tremendous however, that the Warriors
Columbia, S. C., 99-73, in LeMoyne's last home game of
necessary.
publicity accorded Lester and weren't as pitiful as they
the season last week. About to score two points for the
Its two beanpole stars—Rich- looked in those first four
ard Jones and Charles Paulk games. Washington's whirl—prep league members have wind finish included nine vichad an increase in attendance. tories in its Iasi 10 games.
At Lester, the Lions have The improved play of 6-5
LeMoyne's Magicians closed battle was halted at 56-56 with cians—Robert Hambric, cap- 73, bait then went on to bow
packed their gym for almost center L. C. McCoy, to go with
100-90. at
every contest. Away from the high scoring of James their regular schedule Friday 13 minutes to go. Johnson said tain, of Chicago: Robert Nel- to Philander Smith,
Ky., Little Rock, and to Fisk, 95home games have usually as- Johnson, makes Washington a night with a .500 record its he and the Stillman coach son of Hendersonville,
agreed the game should be and Verties Sails and die- 80, at Nashville. The LeMoyne
sured the home team a good big threat to Lester's chances
Southern Intercollegiate Ath- stopped because of unneces- phus Owens of Memphis
five mastered both of these
night at the door. Melroae to dominate the postseason
The Magicians ended their outfits in Memphis, smotherletic competition despite rough sary roughnesss among playdrew close to 2,200 when Les- tournaments again.
home schedule in blazing col- ing Fisk 63-49 and stopping
And Wild cherry and orange
ter was defeated on the Gol- Tournernent play gets under sledding in their last games ers on both teams.
Four seniors are ending ors last week by defeating Philander, 83-77.
and grape and lemon and
d)en Wildcats' floor.
way with District One action that followed the semester
99mint.too. each added loth,
Columbia,
S.C.,
MagiAllen
from
their careers with the
Despite the .500 seasonal
Many white hoop followers carded for either Melrose or break.
world's finest vodka. lust
record, LeMoyne can point to
have come out to see the Les- Washington, beginning Feb- The LeMoynites won eight
pour over ice add a 111Inof
its big forward, James Gorter quintet. Typical of the ruary 27th. The finals are and lost eight against SIAC
d you wish, and en)oy.
don, a native of Louisville,
Lester drawing power often slated for the gym of the City competition, splitting with
Ky., who held the No. 1 spot
DARK EYES FRUIT FLAVORED VODKA
brought the following in- Champs, February 29. Some such teams as Knoxville, Alaseveral weeks in individual
70 PROOF • PREPARED AND BOTTLED so
quiries on the day of the game: positions in the tourney will bama State, Fisk, Tuskegee
CLEAR SPRING our LuresI
CO • CLERMONT. MY
field
goal
accuracy
among
I represent A University. be decided by flip of coin to and Lane.
the nation's small colleges. His
Are any seats available?" decide ties.
Overall, the Magicians were
rating was based on NAIA
Will there be any seats reRegion III will hold its 13-12 if their three appearstatistics.
served?" "Are the tickets be- tourney March 4, 5, 6, 7 at ances in the Winston-Salem
ing sold on an integrated ba- Ripley, Tennessee. The State Teachers College Holiday Fes- Coach Ira Spillers stated Melrose protested that the
foul was committed after time
sis?"
Meet is scheduled for Tennes- tival are figured in the total. last yeas- while he was in the
The league's most surprising see A & I State, March 12, 13, The Memphians won one and midst of leading the Lions to was out.
The Golden Wildcats downteam, Washington, oddly and 14.
lost two in the North Carolina the City Championship, it was
ed Carver last Friday night in
tournament.
wrong for his Lions to be the a 71-69 thriller at Carver. On
SALE SALE SALE SALE SALE
The LeMoyne - Stillman favorites, but if Lester did win
Lester,
the
the
same
night
at
game at Tuscaloosa, Ala., Feb. the Lions would be logical
their superior
Lions used
4, is still something of a mys- contenders for 1963-64.
height to pile up points on the
tery. According to LeMoyne
The argumentative Bing- inside for a 62-45 victory.
coach Jerry
Johnson, the hampton mentor got his cake
50 Gals.
50 Gals.
Faulk, who didn't score farof GAS
and the chance to eat it too. ther than 10 feet from the
of GAS
Lester roared back horn de- basket, led Lester scorers with
With
Below
Purchase
of
Cars
Listed
feats in two of its last three lit points. Jones got 17 and
The Basketball wheel of Joising Loyola as at-large segames to tame Washington 75- Price 10. Virgil Lewis led
fortune completed its first spin lections in the National Colle67 in a crucial contest to cinch Douglass with 16. Douglass
yesterday when nine teams, giate Athletic
1959 CHET. IMP. 2 Dr., H.T., R.H., AT.. Big Engine
Association Toura tic for the title. It was Wash- won the B-game 57-51.
,
including defending champion ney were Villanova, ProviLester's
ington
that
sewed
up
The Parents' Night crowd
glikyola accepted bids to t h e dence. Louisville, Creighton,
$700 DOWN,
second crown in as many,years learned that jersey number
mly.4CAA championships and three Texas
Western, Oregon State,
knocking
off
Melrose
61by
24 NOTES
25 worn by Jones would be
other schools agreed to Play Utah State and Seattle, The
60.
retired after this season.
in the National Invitation Nit, being staged in New York
Charles Faulk scored 20, In other action, Douglass
Tournament.
for the 27th year, chose as its
Bennie Price 19, and Richard downed Ripley 63-49, Mitchell
1961 Starliner FORD 2 Dr., H.T.
Pittsburgh
first picks DePaul,
Jones 16, to help Lester Upset Carver 51-48 and BerIN REGULAR ARMY
St raightstick, R.H,, W.S.W.
and New York University.
avenge an early defeat at the trand trounced
Woodstock Oliver Banks, son of Mr. am?,
'hands of the Warriors.
There is only one more at105-75.
Mrs. William Banks of ClarksLester used its fastbresk to
1150 DOWN,
large berth available in the
LEAGUE STANDING
dale, Miss., has joined the
run up a first half lead then
NCAA, that in the midwest
30 MONTHS
W L Pct.
Regular
Army
and
is
taking
Washington
a
late
held off
regionals. The remaining 16
12 2 .778
Lester
surge to break an eight-game Melrose
places will be filled by confer10 4 .714 basic training at Fort Polk,
the
Warstreak
of
winning
still
undechampions,
all
ence
10 4 .714 I,a. Ile IN a 1963 graduate of ,
Washington
1956 FORD Skyliner, R.H., AT., W.S.W., P.S.
l
riors; L. C. McCoy led all Carver
termined except for Temple,
7 7 .500 Aggie High school and was
scorers with 25. James John- Bertrand
which clinched the Mid-Atlan5 8 .456 president of his 4-1I Club. He
$75.00 DOWN,
son, who led Washington to Manassas
4 8 .333 hopes to be assigned to an
PHONE
PHONE tic Title last Saturday.
18 MONTHS
BICKHOLM
Lester in Jan- Douglass
upset
over
its
4
9
.308
323engineer unit. — il'S ARMS
TO PAY
third
in
the
fouled
out
uary,
1
12
.077
Hamilton
MANTLE UNSIGNED
GOES AIRBORNE
photo)
quarter with 11 points.
HOLLYWOOD, Fla. — Man- Charles Bickholm. son of Mr. MELROSE PROTESTS
ager Yogi Berra, here to look and Mrs. George Bickholm of Freddie Brooks, substitute
.over the many youngsters Stovall, Miss., is undergoing guard, stepped to the free
hoping to make the New York Army basic training at Fort throw line and sank the first
CAN YOU USE
Yankees, took a look at roster Polk, La., prior to airborne toss of a bonus situation with
and discovered his team's big
The Bluff City PTA Council
MORE
training and paratrooper wings. the clock expired to give
man, Mickey Mantle, has not
Washington a clutch 61-60 vic- is scheduled to meet at II a.m.
student
He
is
a
former
at
Agee tory over Melrose.
Friday, Feb. 21 at Sarah Brown
signed. Mantle is expected to
sign when he reaches regular High school, where he was acMelrose had rallied to go Branch YMCA, 1044 Mississippi
2 Dr., R.H., Hydrotive in sports.
camp, however.
ahead on Bobby Smith's jump- Blvd., announces the president,
GROUND noon
rira
er in the last 30 seconds. Mrs. Margaret Turner.
STERICK BUILDING
21S-I-2516 Poplar
+.
diaamomommummammommisamommummemma Johnson hit on a one hander Founders' Day will be ob— WHIR! FOLKS 111(f YOU
Mid-South's Largetf Used Car Mart
to tie the score at 60-60. served and a citation will be
Oft P4711111INIIAL
AUTOMATIC
1
-MINUTE
•
11
outstanding
.
presented
to
an
Dyno•F
Smith
SEFWICI
R.H.,
$195
Brooks was fouled as
SALE SALE SALE SALE SALE SALE
barely missed a long attempt. citizen.

Who puts
true lime flavor
in vodka?

Magicians End Season On .500 SIAC Record

DARK CYCS

that's who!

Lions Take Prep Title
Second Year In A Row

LOOK!

Loyola Accepts Bid To
Defend NCAA Title

LOOK! ;I

FREE

-§41

1195

"N0'. This is
Not a Gimmick
$50" DOWN,
Ride in
1
H our „„

545
895

2348
LAMA
•1957 Pontiac

PTA Council To
Meet Friday Al I I

$795

motic

rug;

CASH?
CITY FINANCE

RAMBLER.
cr, s.s.320

1958luick

$595

,
155
9HH

Bold1955
2 te.,;11.T., R.H.,
Oyes('Sos...

$395

1955 Pontiac
2 Dr., N.Y., HydraMeet

1958
Olds.
4 Di., H.T., RH.,
Hydrostatic

1956
Sp.. ,l, 2Buick
Dr., N.T.,

$395
$595
$595

1956 Dodge $495
1956 Buick
;7,7..6711M H.T" 595
1956 Dodge
Pushbetton
Trios., R.H

1957 Ford
4 Di., V-8,

$495
$495

BLUFF CITY
2348 BUICK 2348
LAMAR

LAMAR

•

SOUTH
23.2871 n73 323.2871
.46

•11.4.."
1

▪ CAR WASH
$
8 A.M.-6 P.M.

•

Sit or Sun. $1.25
Eat. Open I A.M. to 6p.m.
Soo. Open II A.M. to 2 P.M.

Monday
thru
Friday

a
•

07.0.

Now In

•
•

Our

NEW LOCATION

•
• SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH

a
•
3100 Summer at Baltic
Romesumassmememaimaamaa•a•asasaae

FRED RUSSELL
AUTO SERVICE

OPEN HOUSE
185 Horse Shoe Cove
5117 Sonetta

FRI.•SAT.-SUN:
10:A.M. 'Til Dark

"Memphis only authorized Triumph Dealer"—
Open 'til 9 P.M. —
Puts and Service on All Imports.

LAKEVIEW
GARDEN
These are Spacious Quality-Built
Homes. 3 & 4 Bedroom Model
Features Living Room, Dining
Room-Kitchen and Den.
C.

F.H.A. OR G.I.
FIND OUT HOW - - - FIND OUT NOW
SALESMEN ON GROUND

243 UNION

525-0952 or 527-9321

New Subscription Order

_4787 Hornlake Rd.

EHN

CHEVROLET SHOWROOM
367 UNION /CHEVROLET/ 527-4471

1964 CHEVROLET
Impala Hard Top
36 NOTES
$7538 MONTH
"DOWN
$199
FREE LICENSE
WITH YOUR PURCHASE OF ANY CAR

SPECIAL OFFER SALESMEN

1.

Kindly send me the Tri-State
Defender to address below
I One year $6.00 Six months $3.50 I
THE NEW TRI STATE DEFENDER

I TO

398-7956

PEACE REALTY

AI

Pons No

I Strut Address
City

'

Scott L. Smith
Sterling P. Cook
This offer is handle only by the above named salesmen
367 UNION • JA 7-4471

State

A

•

TRI
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Nonchalant Club
Entertained By
Mrs. McKinney

Cedric R. Moore
Gets A Promotion

The Nonchalant Bridge clt
met at the residence of Mr,
John McKinney of 1311, Worthington St. After a brief business session, the following
guests were presented.
Mesdames Dorsey
West,
John Powell, Miss G. -A.
Parker, winner of the first
guest prize; Mrs. John Cox,
winner of the second guest
prize; Miss Jim Ella Cotton,
third guest prize.
Club prizes were won by
Mrs. Thomas McClellan, first;
Mrs. Taylor Ward, second;
Mrs. Taylor Hayes, third.
All club members were present except Mrs. John - Parker
who is ill at E. H. Crump Hospital.
President of the club is
Mrs. Taylor Ward.

'Career Day' At
LeMoyne Planned
March 6 is Career Day at
LeMoyne College, it was announced this week by coordinator, Dr. Ralph Johnson, professor of English.
Job opportunities in government agencies will be stressed, Dr. Johnson said.
Speaker will be H. Z. McConnell, regional recruiting
officer of the U.S. Service
Commission, Atlanta Ga.
Representatives from several
government agencies have
been invited to make brief
talks and answer questions.

bawl/
A SURPRISED TEACHER
,
/

Miss Erma L. Clanton, center, English
and speech teacher at Melrose High school
was given a pleasant surprise -recently by
members of her homeroom, who staged a
surprise birthday party for her with a

Valentine
Lawrence
nator for
assistant

Day motif. Seen with her are
Westley, left, program coordiMelrose, and Ernest B. Abron,
principal.

Crosby GolfFund Aids Howard U.
MONTEREY, Calif. — (UPI) Tournament sponsored by the
— A $100.000 loan fund for crooner each January at nearstudents at IS universities and by Pebble Beach.
colleges was announced satur- Students who have competday by the board of directors ed the freshman year at any
of he Bing Crosby Youth of the 15 institutions are
Fund.
eligible for the loan, to be
The found is derived from repaid at 3 per cent interest
the National Pro-Amateur Golf after graduation.

Chamberlain, Russell
And Robertson; Who's
Best In Basketball?
W i it Chamberlain, Oscar ble for most of the success obRobertson and Bill Russell. tained by the San Francisco
Which of the trio can be label- team. Others felt Oscar Roberted "greatest?"
son is the main reason the
With the belief that few Cincinnati Royals are a threat
things are certain in sports, for the eastern division title.
we elected to have this ques- And there were plenty who
tion answered by several ex- felt that only Bill Russell
perts who follow and perform keeps the Boston Celtics from
in the National Basketball As- sinking since the departure of
sociation. We received answers Bob Cousey who retired to ento the question but not many ter the college coaching field.
were agreed on the selection
However the experts were
of either player. More confus- agreed that each of the playing yet there were a few who ers named can do some few
named' Los Angeles Lakers' things the others cannot perElgin Baylor as the NBA's top form. Thus at end of the "conroan.
ference" we were back where
Some asked: "Where would we started: Four great players
the Lakers be without Baylor on our poll and not knowing
while others felt Wilt The which of the men should be
Stilt Chamberlain is responsi- labeled "greatest."

Corn Thinks Liston
Can Win As Fast As
Wishes In Clay Bout

Hamilton Graduate
Serving In Europe
BITBURG AB, Germany—
Airman Second Class Henry L.
Spencer Jr. of Memphis, Tenn.,
is now serving here with a
unit of the United States Air
forces in Europe.
Airman Spencer, a supply
specialist, came here from an
assignment at Lowry AFB,
Colo. He is the brother of
Mrs. Laura J. Anderson of
2624 Darlene St., Memphis.
The airman is a graduate of
Hamilton High School.

KEESLER AFB, Miss. —
Cedric R. Moore of Memphis,
Tenn., has been promoted toW
airman third class in the United States Air Force.
Airman Moore, grandson of
Mrs. Martha J. Bernard of 417
LeClede Ave., Memphis, is,
presently a student at the
Keesler Technical Training
Center here.
The airman is a graduate.
of Booker T. Washington High
School and attended LeMoyne,
College.

Know Your Negro History
In Chicago at the turn of the
20th Century, fewer than 50
Negro families owned homes.

GOOD FRIENDS SOCIAL CLUB
Members of the Good Friends Social club
met recently at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
James Williams and crowned the king and
queen for 1963, and here they are seen
flanked by officers of the club. Seated on
front row, from left, are James Williams, business manager; Mrs. Alice
Cooper, president; Johnny Doyle, king;

Mrs. Theola Johnson, queen; Mrs. Johnetta Goode, chaplain, and Mrs. Ola Durham, secretary. Standing, same order, are
J. C. Crader, chairman of Entertainment
Committee; Mrs. Darnish Williams. financial secretary; Mrs. Nlaybelle Powell,
sergeant-at-arms, and Alum° Powell, vice
president and treasurer.

NOTICE

NEWSBOYS

Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR
THOSE
SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender
coming to you weekly,
YOUR NAME

Mother's name

Address
Number of papers wanted weekly,
,
Phone number
Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street
Memphis, Tennesee

Apts. For Rent

Club Plans Dance
For March 14

Autos For Sale

Excellent
°75.3972

condition.

Call

For Sale Misc.

Help Wanted

60 Flat Monthly Payments
Approx.
Gash You
Mo.
Get-Payments
S 500.00
S 12.90
51,000.00
S 23.70
$1,500.00
$ 34.50
52,000.00
S 45.50
52,500.00
$ 56.20
$5,000.00...... $I10.82

Be Wise! Choose

State Savings Bank
72 MADISON
Dial JA 6-0637
ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
"It's Better to
Borrow At a Bank"

Help Wanted

5 ACRES FOR SALE
3108 N. Germantown Road north of
Highway 64 nr. Ellendale can be
shown by owner. a n ytime. Mrs. George
Gibbs, Jr.

For Sale Misc-.—

Owen College Student demrm to do
Typing in Home or will go to Ow
Office call 323.4892 Was Altorla
Garner

NELP WANTED

ONE BOOK CASE. BED, COMPLETE
mattress and spring, one dresser,
2 chest of drawer., one washing machine. One dinette net, one awing
machine. CALL BR 6 2370. 2152
Piedmont se.

Salesmen or saleswomen to
furniture or appliance.
Good Income

s•II

Call 946.0172
Vt'111 do typing In my home or office.
323-4837

Check Cur As Daily

Birk'

Earn 150.00 or more weekly in Your
home. Write. Benjamin Hunter Box
4463, Chicago, Illinois 60607

BARBERS WANTED
1745 Castalia, WH 8-9262.
Ask for Mr. Goffman.

FULL OR PARTIME AGENTS TO RESOLVE TO work for good governsell household appliances and furni- ment in '64. Elect Oeorge Gilder to
ture.. Liberal commission with chance Congress Write Elect Orlder Cm.
to own stocks In a growing concern. mate, 225 Hickman Bldg . Memphis
High school seniors or graduates. Eepedaily solicited. 13 weeks course in
ealeemsnehip Offered free.
Phone 398-7856

2 TRANSISTORS RADIOS $4.
Hens automatic self opening pttshbutton acetate umbrellas, $3.00 ha..
Blue denim shop aprons Ii 25 ea., Long
pl Sing Phonograph records of Ray
Charles. HE. King, Duke Ellington.
Etta James. Teddy Wileon, Erroll
Garner, etc. $1.50 ea. We listY Poetrige•
NICE 11061E FUR RENE
Write
for
Illustrated
price
sheet: 3 LARUE ROOMS • HALF BATH
retired or settled couple. Noer Paw.
AMERICAN NEGRO MAIL ORDER
CO. 3512 8. Michigan Blvd.. Chicago, lar bus aloe. Steve FURNISHED.
Di. - 80653
SR 2-3237

Houses For Sale

•I

Full or part time agents to yell household •ppli•nce and fuiniture. Liberal
commission with chance to own stock
in a growing concern. High school
eenlore or graduate.. F.spaclally solicitedARE YOU INTERESTED IN MAKING 13 week. course in salesmanship ca$50 to $100 during your spare Um., tered free.
PHONE 308-7956
A Great opportunity avralts you for
limited time golly. Cell 942-5639 immechately for appointment and further Information Monday thru Friday 9 to 5. it room 2 bath house, or duplex Same
as new. G. I. appraised. 2530 caioart.
Tolaphttne 324-0483

of
pie.

6 ROOM HOUSE

For Women or ,Men

NEW

IN STOCK to choose fr.=

,00

MILES or 5-YEAR WARkANTY
ON EVERY NEW 1963 DODGE

LOAN OFFICE
EPST162-164-166
EIN BEALE
ST.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL

JA 6-1450

DON'T NUTTINI BEAT

CHUCK HUTTON

'63 DODGE

NEED MONEY?
Solve Your Problems With a Small, Low Cost
Real Estate Loan

Classified Ads. .

The schools are Gonzaga
University, Spokane, Wash.;
Brandeis University. Waltham, Mass.; Willamette UniFOR RENT
verity, Salem, Ore.; Pepper848 POPULAR
dine University, Los Angeles;
Two Bedrooms, Living Room,
University of San Francisco,
Dining Room, Bath& Kitchen.
San Francisco; Santa Clara
APARTMENT
University, Santa Clara, Calif.;
Hear and Water Furni shed.
reference. Apply
hove
Must
Beighah Young University,
Apartment 19. Joe Branch.
Provo, Utah: Bera College
Berea, Ky.; Western Reserve
University, Cleveland, Ohio;
FURNISHED
FOR RENT
Howard and Georgetown UniThe Caswalett Social Club $6.50 weekly. ROOM
Utilities included.
versities, Washington, D. C.; has made plans for an early Working wornon or man, 547 Dorm.
Jackson 6.0176
Johns Hopkins University, Spring dance, set for March 14
Baltimore, Md.; Baylor Uni- at Curries' Club Tropicana. The
versity, Waco, Tex.; Loyola dance will also cli ma x a
University, Chicago; and Colo- "Sweetheart Contest." Presrado Springs College, Colo. ently, Marvin Gant is the club's 1954 Chev., 210 powerglide, extra
clean. $395.00 cear, after 5f30 p.m..
The gifts will range front Sweetheart. Opposing him for picas. rail — 01 2-3273,
the title is Ben Young.
$5,000 to $10.000 for each
TON CHEVY STEP-IN VAN. Al.!,
Mrs. Bernice Bean is the 2ALUMINUM
BODY.
BACK
DUO
school.
club's president.
WHEELS, CAPACITY 82.000 Lbs.

298

•

CALLING
ALL

2.!r.
i''
,1

$

LAS VEGAS, Nev.—(UPI)— "Liston isn't the fastest man
Billy Conn. the old Pittsburg in the world but he is tti
heavyweight title contender, man to take advantage of
said today Sonny Liston "can Clay's amateurish style," hc
pick his round" in beating Cas- said, "Anybody Liston can hit,
sius Clay in their Miami Beach he can knock out."
title fight Feb. 25,
Conn, once recognized as,
Conn 46, now a host at the world light heavyweight;
Stardust Hotel casino here, champion in New York, came
said, "I think Liston might set close to winning the heavyrnah_Buitnn Hester, Electric Wipers, Directional
a new track record for the weight title from Joe Louis on
Signale, Torsionairo Ride, Alternator, Anti-Freese.
shortest knockout. He can pick June 18, 1941. He outboxed the
his round."
champion for 12 rounds but
Conn said he would figure
the heavyweight title bout now admits he got a little coc"43 YEARS WITH DODGE"
would he an upset if Clay goes ky in the 13th and Louis deck1170 Union • *
Open Evenings
•. IR 5-8141
five rounds.
ed him for the count.
..mmumeme,

WITH

CHUCK HUTTON Co.

NEWSBOYS
You Can Earn Cash By-Selling
The Tri-State Defender

•. .
Call or Come In Today.
Hurry! Call 111 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.

Willing to work 3 or 1 hrs. a day
$35.00 — $65.00 weekly selling
Household
Cosmetics and
needs.
Apply 300 East McLemore
9 A.11 — 11 A. M
WANTED
2 BeatniC18111 with to/lowinga to
mark in modern shop. Apply 300
Ph, 948-8689
East McLemore
HAVL EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITI
for qua/Med, interested person who
desiren to make $50 to $100 per week
during spare time. Na age limit. For
further information call 942-5639 Monday then Friday 9 to a P.m.

AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU

HOUSES FOR RENT
647-53 South Wellington St.
3 Room Frame. Duplexes
$32.00 per month
Call BR 2-2115

HOUSE FOR RENT
710 Madison 7 rooms and bath
$50.00 a mohth, apply 726
Madison. See Mr. E. Woodside

HOUSE FOR SALE
19 E. Dempster
4 rooms .. 3 rooms FHA
50.150 lots
$3,000 for each hoe"
Near Car lines-Call day or night
946.5052

saleswomen
Salesmen
and
wanted to sell retail advertising in the Memphis matl•et
We pay 25 per cent and 30 GUARANTEED N. Y. LIVE-IN MAII
per cent contract commission Jobs. 535-555 wk. Fare advanced
Mallory Agency
on the dollar.
Lynbrook, N. Y.
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
236 South Wellington Street BURKLEY Upholstery Shop
'FURNITURE REPAIRING'
Memphis, Tenn.
114R•styling, Refinishing
WANTED
,Custom Built Furniture 4
MAN WITH CAR OR STATION
*MAIN
• FREE ESTIMATES
MIST RE A f10-GETTER
• Pick Up and Delivery I
To deilver and sea Japers weesas
Wei" plus commission
CALL 946-6344
New
Tri-State
Publishing
Company
1484 Mississippi Blvd.
236 South Wellington Street

Special Services

N

ATHAN'S fl
LOAN UFFICE
BARGAINS IN

UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
'ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
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176 & 17$, BIAS. STREET JA 6-5300

TELL IT TO 'TIRE W01141.11:, WITH

•
—

